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September is the high point of summer, I always think.

Hot colours and dry textures predominate in our gardens

and the surrounding landscape, as sassy dahlias shoot up,

fruit and veg swell, and arid yellow cornfields wait

patiently to be cut by local farmers. To celebrate this time

of plenty and pleasure, ‘Harvest chic’ became our

raison d’être when planning this issue. Take inspiration

from the latest prairie motifs and harvest hues to create

a home filled with modern rustic style (page 56); shop for

the best pickling and preserving buys so you can stock up

your store cupboard (page 66); and find the seasonal

recipes you need to serve a menu of rich pleasures to

friends and family (page 115). Also, meet the owners of

beautiful houses, gardens and local businesses who ‘love 

country life’ and wouldn’t have it any other way!

Things I’ve seen, done
and loved this month...

PS… We’re such big fans of Garden

Trading that we’ve arranged for a

special 20% discount – just for you!  

See page 77 for its range of 

lovely products.

x
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Things we  can’t live without…

September

 
 

Vintage enamel jug, similar from

Decorative Country Living. Fabric, 
similar Suffolk Check, col Sage, 

£24.50 m, Ian Mankin. 



PINTEREST
For more things we
can’t live without,

follow us at
countryhomesmag

Lara linen napkins, col Rust, £5.49

each; Lara tablecloth, col Iron,

from £34.99, both Linen Me.

Laying the table
with rustic 
table linens

1 Singing along to our favourite tunes. Mini Revival radio, 18x14.5cm, £140,

Roberts Radio. 2 Soft lambswool over our shoulders. Eloise throw, 150x165cm,

£95, Twig. 3 Homespun touches. Cross Stitch cushion, 45cm sq, £35, Marks

& Spencer. 4 Cheery pink for gardenalia. Gubbins pots, H10xW26xD20cm,

£19.95 (accessories not included), Annabel James. 5 Protecting food when
eating outside. Glass dome and wooden plate, H22xD30cm, £19.99, H&M. »

Festival-style pull-ons. Wellies, from 

left: Molly Welly, £36.95; Welly Print, 

£39.95; Field Welly Gloss, £39.95, 

all Joules.

Preparing for a fruitful
harvest. Willow flower

basket, £10; strawberry
planter, £14; ceramic Oly
planters, from £10; slate

plaque, £5; garden fork, £15;
rake, £12; spade, £15; willow

pig, £12, all Sainsbury’s.

2

3

4

5

1

Country days
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Enjoy vibrant blooms at

their best at The National Dahlia

Collection in Cornwall. Visit

national-dahlia-collection.co.uk.

Watch birds flock around

our shores at the Yorkshire

Wildlife Trust’s Spurn Migration

Festival (4-6 September). Visit

yorkshirecoastnature.co.uk.

Turn late-summer
produce into delicious jars

of jams and chutneys at a

preserving workshop in Devon

(29 September). To book, visit

trillfarm.co.uk.

Shack up in a quirky
retreat in a secret seaside

spot along the Isle of Wight’s

beautiful coastline. Visit

vintagevacations.co.uk.

See it, do it, love it

6 Vintage green. Birdcage gazebo shelf, H52xW40xD19cm, £59.95,

Dotcomgiftshop. 7 Casting a warm glow. Glass jar candle tray,

H10.5xW30xD10.5cm, £14, Next. 8 Comforting hand-woven textures
underfoot. Katni rug,140x200cm, £169, Urbanara. 9 Pretty prints in
hard-wearing fabrics to protect green fingers. Parisienne gloves,

£15.95, Berry Red. 10 Storage dipped in delicious seasonal tones.
Laundry basket, H49xW40cm, col Brown, £25, Tesco Direct.

Double duvet sets, Heath Print

(large floral), Jenny Print, both

£70 each; Florence sham, col

Cream (behind Heath pillowcase),

£35; Leaf cushion, £30; Florence

bedspread, col Navy, £150;

double bedstead, £1,249; table,
£329; Cody lamp, £95, and

most other items, all Dickins &

Jones Home at House of Fraser.

Pretty prints

8
9

10

6

7

Chirali bedspreads, £195 each, all Toast.

Country days
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(Clockwise, from top left) Catalina Estrada Daisy

wallpaper, £45 a roll, Paper Moon. Pastel mini

colander, £8, The Contemporary Home. The Forest

greeting card, £2.95, Lov Li at Not on the High Street.

Hespérides fabric, 35540407, £87.10 m, Camengo.

Chelsea City Plaids carpet, £80 sq m, Brintons. Cows

& Flowers tea towel, £12, Kate Slater. Plate, £11,

Frolic & Cheer. Dolly bobbin ribbons, £4.95 each,

The Original Pop Up Shop. Ceramic buttons, small,

£2.50 a set, Juliet Reeves Designs; large Higashi, £4,

A Alicia. Teaspoon shovel, £12, Not on the High Street. 

Meadow’s Edge fabric, £54 m, Angie Lewin at St

Jude’s. Ceylan Hakgala wallpaper, £48 a roll, Paper

Moon. Jams, £1.50 each, The Tiny Marmalade Co. Red

Apple postcard, £1.25, Showler & Showler. Dried

flowers (from Country Garden Wheat Sheaf), £27.50,

Shropshire Petals. Chalk, £1; clothes pegs, £4.95 for

12, all Dotcomgiftshop. Buttons coaster, £3.50 for 4,

Grace & Favour Home. Exotique fabric, 35470314,

£79.20 m, Camengo. Scissors, £14, Anthropologie. 

Twine, £4, The Original Pop Up Shop. 

  Mood of  
 the moment
Prolong summer’s magic with
bright shades of pink inspired
by dahlias. Mix with calming

accents of mint green and gold.
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STYLES

FABRICS

CHOICE

C h o o s e f r o m o u r u n b e a t a b l e

f a b r i c l i b r a r y t o c o v e r a n y  o f  

o u r  s o f a s  a n d  c h a i r s .
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Country best Kitchen stools
Perfect for perching…
1 STEP STOOL,
H46xW42xD63cm, £95,

Garden Trading.

2 NICHOLINE, col Lavender,

H50x42cm diameter, £70,

Out There Interiors.

3 PERCH, H55xW30xD30cm,

£190 for 2, Loaf. 
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Joint founder of Hampson

Woods, Jonty designs and

creates beautiful chopping

boards (available at John Lewis,

from £65) using wood ethically

sourced in the UK.

How do you make your
boards? Each piece of wood is

assessed for knots, cracks and

natural blemishes – we like to

make a feature of them if we

can. It is then shaped, sanded

and waxed with wood balm to

bring out the grain and colour.

What inspires you? Nature and

functionality. We like to create

beautifully elegant forms that

harness what nature has already

done. The pieces sit proudly

within any home, outlasting any

fad or fashion trend.

What makes your business
special? Our focus on the

ethical sourcing of materials. We

like to know the provenance of

everything we produce and it’s

very important to us to uphold

this even as the business grows.

What do you love about what
you do? Working with wood.

It’s constantly changing, so no

two pieces are ever the same.

I get great satisfaction from

assessing that finished piece.

Describe your creative style
in three words. Functional,

elegant and

considered.

Hampson
Woods, 0208
985 1055,
hampson
woods.com.

Earthy tones soften rustic textures
without overwhelming a room, making

them an ideal choice for a country-

inspired decorating scheme. Get the

look with the latest 100% linen fabric

collection from Vanessa Arbuthnott,

suitable for blinds, cushions and

upholstery. It features whimsical

wildlife designs – drawn by her two

daughters, Rose and Flora – as well

as co-ordinating prints. Team with

wooden furniture and artisan-inspired

accessories for a look that conjures 

up a feel of the great outdoors.

Get down to earth

Jonty Hampson

MEET OUR FAVOURITE
DESIGNER MAKER

Home notes

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

2 31

WE WANT
THIS NOW…
Create the ideal
ambience by
mixing and
matching bases with
shades to make your
dream light at Pooky.
We love the Barty
lampbase, H48cm,
£55; combine with
a sumptuous shade,
such as this Gold
hand-blocked one,
£40, for a lovely way
to brighten bedsides. 

Fresh clean sheets, fluffy towels,

a stocked larder... rediscover the

simple pleasures of a beautifully

organised home in Keeping

House by Cindy Harris (£16.99,

Ryland Peters & Small). You’ll find

essential tidying tips and clever

cleaning ideas alongside beautiful

styling inspiration for every room

in the house – a must-read for any

proud homeowner. 

Book of the month

Headboard in Wild & Free; cushions
in Bird Hop, French Ticking and
Wild & Free; quilts in Pretty Maids
and Harris Tweed, all from £48 m.

housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors 13



  TO DO THIS MONTH... Plant Nectaroscordum siculum bulbs – the 
bell-shaped creamy flowers flushed with raspberry are a delight.
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RHS Chelsea Flower Show

designer Marcus was a

Gold medal winner for The

Telegraph garden this year.

What are the hottest plants
in garden design right now?
At Chelsea we used plants

with bold colour, such as

deep-red Peony ‘Buckeye

Belle’, above. Bright, confident

colours are a big trend.

And your current favourite
plant? I love the deep claret

varieties of astrantia, which

we also used at Chelsea. The

complexity of the flowerhead

is amazing and the depth of

colour is wonderful set off by

complementary planting.

What wouldn’t you be
without in your own
garden? From a design

perspective, I love water.

Its movement, the reflections

and the way it creates space

and light in a garden.

How can we introduce some
Chelsea chic at home,
without the price tag?
Hesperis (sweet rocket) has

been used in many Chelsea

gardens in recent years to

great effect. The scented

white star-shaped flowers last

through spring and summer

if you

deadhead.

Marcus
Barnett, 020
7736 9761,
marcus
barnett.com.

MEET OUR FAVOURITE
GARDEN DESIGNER

Marcus Barnett

Keep the colour coming

Garden notes

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

1

WE WANT THIS NOW…
Savvy gardeners collect seed
from their favourite plants in
autumn to make more – store in
labelled envelopes until spring,
£3.95 for 20, Burgon & Ball.

It has aromatic foliage and a lovely

haze of sky-blue flowers at a time

when most garden interest is in the

autumn colour spectrum. Plant in

sun, bordering a path where you’ll

brush past and release the scent.

A plant costs £9.99 from Crocus.

Perovskia

‘Blue Spire’

Make the most of those balmy
late-summer evenings…

1 BRASS AND LEATHER LANTERN,
H29cm, £40, Nordic House.

2 MINERS’ LANTERN, H20cm, £10,

Garden Trading at Houseology.

3 ORLA KIELY TEALIGHT LANTERN,
H12.5cm, £11.99, Internet Gift Store.

WOW-FACTOR PLANT

2
3

Country best
Outdoor lanterns  

Don’t give up on summer displays
just yet. With a little strategic nursery

shopping, you can breathe new life into

planting that’s looking tired. Try adding

grasses – Miscanthus sinensis ‘Kleine

Silberspinne’ (above) is a good choice

– into gaps in borders. Or combine with

other late-flowering favourites, such as

sedums, echinaceas, rudbeckias and

achilleas, to create a prairie-style area

that will attract insects. For a quick fix,

plant up a pot with a couple of grasses,

dainty Sanguisorba ‘Tanna’ and a

bright purple dahlia for impact.

14 housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors
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We’re giving away a free sink cabinet worth up to £975 when you spend £8,000 or more on any kitchen.

All you have to do is choose the style, colour and which accessories to combine it with - take a look at neptune.com

*Free sink base cabinet offer closes 31st August 2015. For full details please ask in-store or visit neptune.com/offers
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Battersea  I  Chelsea  I  Clerkenwell I Knightsbridge I Mayfair  I  Notting Hill  I  Wandsworth

Tunbridge Wells I Oxshott

+44 (0) 333 011 3333 At Home Design Service available

L O N D O N
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MEET OUR FAVOURITE
ARTISAN WINE MAKER

English wine is enjoying record

sales, especially at Kent-based

Chapel Down led by Frazer

Thompson. As England’s leading

wine producer and one of the UK’s

most exciting drinks companies,

Chapel Down produces world-class

sparkling and still wines along with

Curious beers and Curious Apple

cider. Its innovative Vine Lease

scheme gives participants

a chance to experience the harvest

and enjoy a case of custom-labelled

wine (from £245 for one year).

What’s so special about Chapel
Down? There’s no point in just

trying to be the best, you have to

be the only people who can do

what you do. That belief encourages

our fantastic team to produce

unique wines and beers that truly

surprise and delight. This year we‘ve

won yet more medals and been

acknowledged as a UK Food Hero,

as well as an official ‘CoolBrand’.

What’s the best way to serve it?
Try Chapel Down Brut with fish

and chips, or our Bacchus 2014

with seafood or grilled chicken.

Surprise us… In 2014, our equity

crowdfund campaign became the

UK’s most successful crowdfund,

raising £3.95

million in 24 days.

For details about
Vine Lease or
visiting Chapel
Down, call
01580 763033,
chapeldown.com.

It’s time to fill our pantry

shelves with jars of neatly

labelled delights, and new

Preserves, Pickles & Cures:

Recipes for the Modern

Kitchen Larder by Thane Prince

(£16.99, Pavilion) is packed with

how to’s and wonderful recipes

for jams, pickles and cures.

Book of the month

Food notes

This long, loose-leafed black cabbage
is perfect for late-summer dishes. Cut

out the stalk, then blanch, stir-fry or

steam the leaves for about five minutes

and add garlic butter. Toss cavolo nero

through pasta, layer in lasagne or shred

into minestrone soup. For a quick pesto:

gently pulse about 50g cavolo nero,

lightly blanched with a clove of garlic,

in a food processor with a pinch of sea

salt, 2 tbsp pine nuts and 125ml olive

oil. Add a squeeze of lemon juice

and 4 tbsp finely grated pecorino or

Parmesan, and stir through pasta.

Frazer
Thompson

Choose cavolo nero

WE WANT
THIS NOW…
A country-style addition
to a breakfast table, this
has to be the prettiest jar
in the pantry. Harvested
from foraging bees, Kent
Wood Sage Honey has
woody forest notes,  
and comes with
a pretty Liberty
Print mob cap. 
Flowers
of Liberty
Kent Wood
Sage Honey,
£14.95 for
400g, Liberty.

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

2 3

Country best Kitchen timers

1

For perfect soft-boiled
eggs and beautifully risen
sponges and scones…

1 NOVELTY PEAR TIMER,
£4.95, Amazon.

2 EVA SOLO TIMER WITH
STRAP, col Coffee Brown,

£15, Amara.

3 KITCHEN TIMER, col Clay,

£12.50, Garden Trading. 

housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors 17



Out & about
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Celebrate nature’s bounty with a trip

to a food event showcasing the best of

local produce. Head to Hatfield House

in Hertfordshire for the Fantastic

British Food Festival (5-6 September,

hatfield-house.co.uk) to sample tasty

food and drink, and have the chance

to pick up foodie gifts such as artisan

cheese, cakes and charcuterie. Or,

for cookery demonstrations by local

chefs, forager-led walks, talks, street

food and plenty of family-friendly

entertainment, visit Arley Hall Food

Festival in Cheshire (19-20 September,

greatbritishfoodfestival.com). 

Hollie and Amy’s eclectic

shop sells everything from

painted furniture to organic

skincare products – all with

a pretty farmhouse vintage-

meets-contemporary-cool vibe.

What inspired you to open
your shop, The Bottom
Stable? Our love of interiors

and a shared passion for

finding beautiful things for

people’s homes.

How would you describe
the shop’s style? We’re a

lifestyle, homeware and gift

shop sourcing the unusual,

from antique furniture and

handmade designs to

contemporary pieces and

quirky curiosities.

What makes your shop so
special? Surrounded by

countryside, we’re set in

a 16th-century stable block

down a single track road,

wedged between a village

pub, the church and a cricket

green. No one can quite

believe we’re here. This

magical setting and our

carefully curated, beautiful

and interesting finds make

it all pretty special!

The Bottom Stable, Noah’s
Ark, Lurgashall, West

Sussex
GU28 9ET,
07851
742155,
thebottom
stable.
co.uk. 

MEET OUR FAVOURITE
SHOP OWNERS

Hollie Monhemius
& Amy Whitmore

•ON COURSE… Learn how to mix, knead, ferment
and bake dough to produce wholesome loaves with master
baker Peter Cook at Acton Scott historic working farm
in Shropshire. The course takes place on 23 September 
and costs £90, 01694 781307, actonscott.com.

Craft
exhibitions
Be inspired by makers
and designers…
W IS FOR WALLPAPER, WALES
Discover the various techniques

(see below) behind hand-

printed wallpaper with makers

as they explore historic and

contemporary styles. From

26 September to 22 November,

ruthincraftcentre.org.uk.

BRITISH CERAMICS BIENNIAL,
STAFFORDSHIRE See the work

of more than 60 ceramic artists,

with workshops where visitors

of all ages and stages can create

their own masterpiece! From

26 September to 8 November,

britishceramicsbiennial.com.

FOUR CORNERS OF CRAFT,
LONDON Head to the Old

Truman Brewery in Brick Lane,

where entrepreneurs unite

(through Etsy online and British

craft organisations) to share

the best of contemporary craft.

From 24 to 27 September,

etsy.me/fourcornersofcraft.

Country best

Visit a food festival  
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style statement Make a

Create a statement at your windows with Hillarys made-to-measure shutters. Crafted to your exact requirements, they’ll
ÀW \RXU ZLQGRZV SHUIHFWO\ DQG ZLOO ORRN VLPSO\ VWXQQLQJ� )RU VW\OH DQG SUDFWLFDOLW\ FKRRVH WLHU�RQ�WLHU VKXWWHUV � WKH SDQHOV�
RSHQ LQGHSHQGHQWO\ VR \RX FDQ FORVH WKH ERWWRP SDQHOV IRU SULYDF\� DQG RSHQ WKH WRS RQHV WR OHW WKH OLJKW ÁRRG LQ�
:KDW·V PRUH� ZLWK D UDQJH RI ZDWHUSURRI RSWLRQV DYDLODEOH WKH\·UH�JUHDW�IRU�EDWKURRPV�WRR��7R�GLVFRYHU�PRUH�DERXW�
+LOODU\V�VKXWWHUV�DQG�RXU�XQULYDOOHG�VHUYLFH��YLVLW�XV�RQOLQH�

72�%22. $1 $332,170(17 :,7+ <285 /2&$/ $'9,625
&$//���������������25�9,6,7�+,//$5<6�&2�8.



A golden opportunity
A LOVE OF NATURAL WOOD GIVES DEE PUDDY’S COTTAGE A HOMELY FEEL,  

EMPHASISED BY HER COLLECTION OF VINTAGE AND RUSTIC FINDS

LIFE IN YOUR

country home



Hampshire cottage

House The soft cream of
the walls of the cottage
complements the oak-
framed conservatory and
window frames. Exterior
walls, painted in House
White by Farrow & Ball. »
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Hampshire cottage

What we love most
about living here…  

‘Our land has

mature oak trees

and we are visited

by incredible wildlife,

including owls,

green woodpeckers

and even deer’

Conservatory This laid-back
space has room for a dining area
as well as seating, making it perfect
for when friends and family visit.
Sofa (above), Marks & Spencer.

Kitchen Dee loves to
collect kitchenalia. Bottles,
jars, trivet, flour sack, all
Dee Puddy Home & Vintage.

22     housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors



Kitchen (Also left) A
carpenter friend, Ian Harfield,
made and fitted the units
and shelving using oak
sourced from Bernard Dru
Oak Flooring. The tile and
brick surround above the
range makes a strong focal
point. Range, Lacanche. »



Living room A neutral
palette and natural materials
create a fuss-free feel and
help maximise light. The
sofas were re-covered in
denim brushed cotton by
Cambrica Interiors. Throws,
H&M. Wooden bench (used
as a coffee table), Dee Puddy
Home & Vintage. 



Dee Puddy had always dreamed of living in the

depths of the countryside and, when she and her partner,

Ian Taylor, decided to set up home together, their charming

18th-century cob cottage could not have been a more perfect fit.

‘It was a gem of a find, with two acres of land, a pond and

a large garden,’ says Dee. ‘The buying process proved nerve-

racking, however, as there wasn’t a lot of choice in the area

and we ended up going to sealed bids. When we finally got the

house, it was such a relief as we had set our hearts on it.’

The house, thought to be a workman’s cottage, was in a

reasonable state when they moved in more than 20 years

ago, so Dee and Ian were able to take their time making their

own changes. The biggest job was taking down the original

conservatory with its polycarbonate roof that was incredibly

noisy when it rained and replacing it with an oak-framed

structure. The bathroom and kitchen were also redesigned

with the help of their builder and joiner friend Ian Harfield.

‘We spent a lot of time planning before beginning work on

each room to make sure everything was just so. We had always

figured out exactly what we wanted from the space and where

we were going to source the materials,’ says Dee.

Dee is not the sort of person who buys off the shelf. Instead,

she goes to great lengths to find exactly the right thing at

the best possible price. The slate she used in the kitchen is

a perfect example – this potentially expensive material was

sourced direct from a quarry rather than a shop to save money.

Dee and Ian have quite different tastes in decoration and

design, and have often had to compromise. ‘Ian is a bit of a

minimalist, whereas I am drawn to vintage and utilitarian

styles,’ says Dee. ‘I found it quite hard to restrain myself when

buying for our home, as I would find so many fabulous things

on my travels when sourcing for my online shop, Dee Puddy

Home & Vintage. I just couldn’t resist trying to sneak in new

items in the hope they would become indispensable!’

One thing that the couple do have in common is their love

of wood and they have used it throughout the house to create

a relaxed interior that they both feel happy with. With work

on the house now complete, the couple are able to enjoy their

home even more. Dee’s business is growing and she’s now

added a weatherboard work studio in the garden and converted

what was once an old garage into a small warehouse.

‘It’s such a wonderful place to live; we have the best of both

worlds, privacy but a sociable village close by. I really can’t

imagine us moving as there are not many places where you

have so much space and wildlife right on your doorstep.’

� Dee Puddy Home & Vintage, 01794 323020, deepuddy.co.uk. »

At home with...
Owners Dee Puddy, owner of
online shop Dee Puddy Home
& Vintage, and her partner Ian

Taylor, a retired IT manager.
They moved here in 1992. Dee

has a horse called Joseph.

House Three-bedroom cob
cottage dating from 1750, set 

in two acres of land. 

On our doorstep…
Visit… ‘The New Forest

National Park (01590 646600,
newforestnpa.gov.uk) – it is hard

to beat for a good walk
or cycle ride, whether in
the wooded areas or the

beautiful heathland.’

Shop at… ‘Thyme & Tides
(01264 810101, thymeand

tidesdeli.co.uk) in Stockbridge.
This deli, bistro and fishmonger
is a great place to meet friends

for a bite to eat before shopping  
for delicious food.’

Go for a meal at… ‘The
Rockingham Arms (01794

324798, rockinghamarms.co.uk)
in West Wellow. The characterful

pub has a Sunday lunch menu
that is especially welcome after

a long walk in the forest.’

Hampshire cottage
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Hampshire cottage

What makes this

house a home…

‘The seclusion of

the house and its

surroundings. It just

makes you feel that

you are away from

all the hustle and

bustle of life’

Bathroom The oak theme
continues in the bathroom.
Bath, basin, Villeroy & Boch.
Similar towels, bath mat,
Cologne & Cotton. 

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES
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Studio The interior is clad in
reclaimed tongue-and-groove

panelling, while the exterior
(below left) is oak weatherboard

sourced from the New Forest.

Main bedroom Linen
throws and sacking
pillowcases add to the
rustic look. Wall lights,
Jim Lawrence. 
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Guest bedroom
The lamp was a gift
from a friend and the
bright yellow shade adds
a splash of colour to the
pale blue room. Walls,
painted in Blue Ground
by Farrow & Ball. Bed,
John Lewis. Throws,
H&M. Cushions, Dee
Puddy Home & Vintage. » 

Hampshire cottage



Room ideas

Extend a home with a classic
combination of wood and glass.

Need to know…
Strength and longevity are bywords

for oak and it is a lovely material
to live with. If left untreated, oak will
age to a silvery finish. Green oak has
a high moisture content; the cracks
it develops as it shrinks and dries

are part of the charm. The alternative
is kiln- or air-dried ‘seasoned’ oak.

Where to buy…
•Arboreta for green oak

garden rooms.

•David Salisbury for a rustic

oak orangery.

•Prime Oak for seasoned

oak conservatories.

Oak-framed
conservatory

Modern

Classic

1 Jute and cotton rug, 140x70cm, £24.99, H&M. 2 Rectangular carved stool, H25xW45x

D32cm, £39.99, Zara Home. 3 Green glass bottle, £16, H19cm, French Connection. 4 French

jam pot, H10.5cm, £8.50, Labour and Wait. 5 Linea Linen Stripe cushion, col Black, 50cm sq,

£25, House of Fraser. 6 Tall recycled glass vase, H36cm, £20, Cox & Cox. 7 Whitewash

oval rattan storage basket, H9xW39xD32cm, £15, The Basket Company. 8 Bermuda Medium

sofa, H91xW195xD90cm, £749, Marks & Spencer. 

For more ideas go to
housetohome.co.uk/
countryhomesandinteriors

Be inspired by…

Dee’s conservatory

Find the perfect 

floor tiles

1 Onyx Beige Gloss Stone Effect Ceramic,

£24.99 sq m; 2 Crema Marfil Stone Effect Beige

Satin Ceramic, £20.63 sq m; 3 Beige Matt

Porcelain, £26.99 sq m, all 300x600mm, Wickes. F
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Modern history
MERRY ALBRIGHT GAVE A NEW LEASE OF LIFE TO A RUNDOWN COTTAGE

AT THE HEART OF A MEDIEVAL VILLAGE 
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Kitchen The
extension allows for
a family dining area
that’s flooded with
light. Units, col
Mushroom, DeVol.
Worktop, Border
Oak. Lights, similar
from Tinsmiths. Tiles,
Floors of Stone.
Rug, Crucial Trading.
Chairs, similar from
John Lewis. »

Herefordshire village house



Living room
A fresh cream has
invigorated what
was once a dark,
oppressive space.
Sofa (hand-built
to Merry’s design),
Thomas Clough.
Footstool, Baileys.
Cushions, Milton &
Manor, Cabbages
& Roses. Bird jug,
house (opposite,
top left), both
Black Bough.
Walls, painted
in Creami Colour
by Edward Bulmer
Pots of Paint. 

Owning a house in the medieval market square

of their picture-postcard village had long been the dream of

Merry and Ben Albright. ‘Houses in this part of the village

rarely come on the market,’ says Merry, ‘so we knew this

was a unique opportunity.’ They’d lived in the village for

15 years and, by coincidence, had tried to buy the house

opposite the cottage they now live in 10 years ago. Then, in

2012, they struck lucky. ‘This cottage had been repossessed

and, although the agents had a massive viewing list, the

administrator needed a quick sale. We were desperate to buy

it and completed less than four weeks later,’ says Merry.

Despite its sad state and, having been empty for almost

a decade, the cottage had huge potential. ‘Sadly there were

no original features left and the interior was an unusual

combination of salmon pink, faux wood and swirly carpets,’

says Merry. But the lack of original architectural character

meant that, while sympathetically restoring the exterior,

Merry and Ben had a completely free rein on the interior.

They started the renovation in late 2013 and the work took

about six months. The biggest project was the single-storey

oak-framed extension at the rear. Merry and Ben also added

a porch, new handmade windows, electrics and plumbing and,

as they wanted to move a few doors and knock out two walls,

it made sense to insulate, re-plaster and then completely

redecorate, adding new flooring throughout.

Re-planning the layout has helped the new-look house flow

better. ‘Before, you needed to go through the living room to » 

At home with...
Owners Merry and Ben

Albright, who work in sales and
design at oak-frame specialist

Border Oak. They live here with
their two children, Minerva, 10,

and Gabriel, six, and moved
into the house in 2014.

House A two-bedroom
semi-detached Victorian

cottage, purchased in 2012. 
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Hallway
Using the
same flooring
throughout
helps the
rooms to flow
from front
to back.
Porcelain
tiles, Floors
of Stone.

House A porch
was added as

part of the
renovations. Its

oak frame will
weather to a
silvery grey.

What we love most about living here...
‘It’s lovely to be in the heart of the

village – the children can walk to

school and we’re seconds from work’

Herefordshire village house
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What makes this house a home…

‘It’s magical to wake up and listen to the church

bells ringing from the bell tower’

Herefordshire village house
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Main bedroom
A keen upcycler,
Merry designed
the mirror from a
plank of decorative
timber found in
an architectural
salvage yard. Bed,
similar from Feather
& Black. Bedlinen,
The White Company.  

get to all other rooms via oddly positioned doors,’ says

Merry. ‘Now the cottage feels so much more spacious.’

Rather than recreate a period interior, Merry opted for a

lighter, more modern feel. To inject rustic interest, she asked

her carpenters to install a tongue-and-groove ceiling in the

extension and similar panelling in the bathroom. Walls and

ceilings were painted in the same creamy tone throughout,

with just one more colour used for doors, stairs, skirting

boards and window frames. ‘I didn’t want to clutter the

space, as the house is small,’ says Merry. Her colour scheme

not only achieves that aim, but also creates consistency.

‘I’m actually very nervous when it comes to paint,’ says

Merry, ‘but luckily the renowned colourist Edward Bulmer

lives in the village and I was able to ask his advice and use

his Natural paints, which are made less than a mile away.’

The layout upstairs is largely unchanged, apart from the

bathroom, which was once a shocking raspberry pink. ‘We

gutted the entire room, re-sited the walls, laid new floor tiles

and added a classic white suite,’ Merry says. ‘The pink stuff

went straight in the skip, but must have been more valuable

than I thought, as it was last seen disappearing down the

lane in the back of an old estate car in the dead of night.’

The result of their labours was better than Merry or Ben

had ever hoped. ‘We’re thrilled that a property, once derelict

and empty, is no longer a disappointment to our historic

village,’ says Merry. ‘So many people have complimented us

on the transformation and we find that very humbling.’ »

Wellies dry in the sun after a long
family walk through the hedgerows.

Children’s
bedroom
Minerva’s side of
this room features
pops of pink and
vintage furniture.
Suitcase, Liberty.
Sleigh bed, similar
from Bump. Chair,
chest, Llewelyn
& Company.  
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On our
doorstep…

Visit…‘Pembridge village,
the jewel in the crown of
Herefordshire’s Black and

White Village Trail and
recently voted RHS Village
of the Year. It has historic

architecture, as well as good
shops, an art gallery and an
amazing tearoom. Visit the

riverside and nature reserve –
perfect for picnics, paddling
and minnow fishing – and it’s

like stepping back in time.’

Shop at… ‘Tinsmiths (01531
632083, tinsmiths.co.uk)

in Ledbury. This is a veritable
treasure trove of homewares,
from ticking fabric and willow
baskets to industrial lighting
and upholstered furniture.’

Go for a meal at… ‘The
Stagg Inn (01544 230221,

thestagg.co.uk) in Titley, near
Kington. Holder of a Michelin
star (the first pub to be given
one), it’s the place to go for a
special meal or Sunday lunch.’

Bathroom Cool
blue grey gives a
contemporary feel.
Bath, basin, White
Hall Bathrooms.
Wood panelling,
painted in Mizzle
by Farrow & Ball. 

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES
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Find the perfect

furniture paint

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

For more ideas go to
housetohome.co.uk/
countryhomesandinteriors

1 Cecile dining chair, col Soft Grey, £75, John Lewis. 2 Parlane utensil pot, H21x17cm

diameter, £19.95, Frances Brown Home. 3 Stirrup 3 wall lamp, H35cm, £346.80, Richard

Hathaway Lighting. 4 Plant pots, H10cm, £1.75; H13cm, £2.50; H15cm, £3, all Pretty Maison.

5 Hemstitch tablecloth, 180x140cm, col Dove Grey, £80, The Linen Works. 6 Tilt-head stand

mixer, 4.8L bowl, col Cast Iron Black, £429, KitchenAid. 7 Pestle and mortar, 13cm diameter,

£15, Marks & Spencer. 8 Kitchen trolley, H73xW60xD40cm, £249, Rockett St George.

Modern

Classic

This is an ideal piece for one-off items.
Great, too, for eye-catching displays. 

Need to know…

Getting cabinetry up off the floor
makes a room feel spacious. Select
glazed cabinets for extra sparkle,

finished with decorative cornicing.
Solid-wood cupboards get their

country flair from wooden knobs and
strap hinges. Cabinets are only as
secure as the fixings, so use the

correct screws and wall plugs. Some
rely on cabinet hangers slotted into

a wall plate (try Häfele), while others
come with hooks or are simply

screwed from inside the cabinet.

Where to buy…

•Papa Theo for glazed wall cabinets.

•Tumble Home for country designs.

•Melody Maison for slimline,

glass-fronted wall cabinets.

Wall cabinet
1

2

6

7

5

4

3

Room ideas

Be inspired by…

Merry’s kitchen
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All £39.50 for 2.5L, Autentíco Vintage Chalk. 

Poetic

Pebbles

Clear
Clouds

8
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A taste of the country
SARAH THOMAS’ HISTORIC PERIOD COTTAGE HAS BEEN BROUGHT

BANG UP TO DATE WITH A CHIC MODERN COUNTRY INTERIOR



Kitchen Sarah opted
for handmade painted
units and added pops
of red. Units, plate rack,
Middleton Bespoke.
China, Pip Studio,
Emma Bridgewater.
Blind fabric, Manuel
Canovas. Rise-and-fall
light, John Lewis.
Hens, Biju Home. Cake,
Cake Angel Sussex. »

West Sussex hayloft
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‘It was quite simply time for a life change so we

decided to move to the countryside,’ says Sarah Thomas

about her and her husband Jason’s relocation to West

Sussex. Both she and Jason were no longer enjoying city

life in Berkshire, and Sussex was the obvious choice as

they had family there. ‘We felt drawn to the county,’ says

Sarah. ‘We were keen to live in a village as we felt it was

important to get involved with the local community.’

Sarah and Jason made the decision to move in January

2007, and so began the hunt for a cottage. ‘I viewed this

one with my sister and I knew it was right,’ says Sarah.

‘I spotted the outside studio, which consisted of breeze blocks

at the time, but I could see its potential. Then I had to

convince Jason! We had a list of things we wanted in our

new house, and this didn’t have any of them. It had no

hallway and no parking, and it was smaller than the house

we were living in. Our wishlist went out of the window.’

The couple fell in love with the cottage’s open-plan

ground floor and its light and bright conservatory. But

converting the outside studio became their first priority. 

‘We had it plastered and fitted a shower room,’ says

Sarah. The sitting area was then transformed with zingy

green accents as Sarah wanted to bring in the colours of

the garden, and she later added purples for definition.

Sarah and Jason then turned their attention to the cottage,

giving it a neutral backdrop and injecting colour with

accessories. They also added some period character by » 

Hayloft The
whitewashed
Sussex hayloft dates
from 1840 and is
full of character.
There is a courtyard
garden at the
rear, containing
a separate studio.

At home with...
Owners Sarah Thomas, the
founder of The Loft Pickles &

Jams, and her husband, Jason,
a transport manager, plus two

cats, Izzy and Marvin, and
Schnauzer, Ozzy.

House A Sussex hayloft
converted around 75 years
ago, with two bedrooms. 

Dining hall
The front door
(above left) leads
straight into the
welcoming dining
area (opposite).
Chinese cabinet,
John Lewis. Runner,
Roger Oates.
Chandelier, Biju
Home. Walls, painted
in Joa’s White by
Farrow & Ball. 
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What makes this house a home…

‘The cottage has rooms that flow really well and link
to the garden when entertaining family and friends’ 

West Sussex hayloft



What we love most about living here…
‘The idyllic village location at the foot of the South

Downs, but with only a short drive to Brighton’

Studio entrance 
Sarah saw the
potential of the
courtyard studio. 
Coat rack,
cupboards,
Middleton Bespoke.



replacing the radiators with reclaimed ones from a salvage

yard and introducing traditional-style bathroom furniture.

Their previous house had been a modern one and so

Sarah and Jason soon realised that the furniture they had

brought with them wasn’t quite right. ‘I felt we needed

vintage pieces so we bought items that were more in

keeping.’ Built in 1840, the cottage served as the hayloft

and stable for the local coaching inn. It was later converted

into a house, and for 50 years was lived in by a family who

grew produce in the garden and made jams, chutneys and

pickles. Sarah, with a catering background, was inspired 

to begin her own business, The Loft Pickles & Jams.

Because the jams and pickles are made in her kitchen, 

a new design soon became a necessity. ‘We wanted a

country kitchen, but it had to be very practical,’ says

Sarah. ‘I chose Middleton Bespoke to make it for me

and talked through my needs with the founder, Jasper.

For instance, he made me a bespoke central island which 

has lots of storage and it can be moved around.’

The house now successfully combines work and play

for Sarah. ‘We love living here. We take Ozzy for walks on

the Downs or get up early and go to the beach as it’s only

10 minutes away. We love the local villages with their

independent shops, and have lots of friends here running

small businesses. It was definitely a change for the better.’ 

� The Loft Pickles & Jams, 01903 891476, 

loftpickles.com. »

Living room
Lime and purple
accessories give
a modern twist.
Armchair, Laura
Ashley. Console
table, Vintage
Maison. Rug,
The Braided Rug
Company. Star, Cox
& Cox. Pot, Royal
Botanical Gardens
Kew at Not on the
High Street. Jug,
prints, John Lewis.
Blind fabric, (above
right), Laura Ashley,
made by Barnard
Interiors. Wallpaper, 
Farrow & Ball. 

West Sussex hayloft
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Main bedroom A
brass bed takes pride of
place in the attic space.
Bed, And So to Bed.
Blind, Barnard Interiors.
Chair, Vintage Maison.
Chandelier, similar from
Fritz Fryer. Throw,
bedlinen, John Lewis.
Cushions, The White
Company, John Lewis. 

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

On our doorstep…
Visit… ‘Petworth House (01798 342207,
nationaltrust.org.uk), a beautiful property
set in stunning grounds. It’s a great place

to take a dog for a walk as it’s very
picturesque and there’s a beautiful lake.’

Shop at… ‘Vintage Maison Studio (07881
818513, vintagemaison.co.uk) based in
The Corn Store in Pulborough. It’s very

individual with unusual vintage finds. We
have bought many items from there.’

Go for a meal at… ‘The Ginger Fox
(01273 857888, thegingerfox.com) in

Hassocks. It does seasonal food and lots
of fish. The food tastes wonderful and  

the presentation is beautiful.’

West Sussex hayloft
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1

5

Find the perfect

wood varnish

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

For more ideas go to
housetohome.co.uk/
countryhomesandinteriors

1 Philo velvet chaise sofa, H94xW311xD182cm, col Champagne, £2,950, Arlo & Jacob.

2 Urbanity jug, H19.5cm, £22.99, Gisela Graham. 3 Avoca Pioneer lambswool throw,
183x142cm, £95, Amara. 4 Dove of Peace by Picasso framed print, £139.99, Art.co.uk.

5 Jute rug, 122x69cm, col Dawn, £45, The Braided Rug Company. 6 Kew planter, H25cm,

col Aubergine, £25, Terrace & Garden. 7 Half-moon console table, H76xW76xD39cm,

col Grey Wash, £229, Décor. 8 Florentine fabric, col Citrus, £66 m, Clarke & Clarke.

Modern

Classic

Latch onto the trend for L-shaped
seating that’s comfy and sociable.

Need to know…

The latest styles give you the option
to combine two- or three-seater

sofas with a corner section to create
seating solutions tailored to your
room’s dimensions. By making up
corner sofas from individual units

such as left- and right-hand pieces,
central modules and a corner piece,
furniture can be gathered around a
fireplace in winter, then rearranged

in summer. Also consider a sofa with
a chaise extending at a right angle,
so you can put your feet up in style. 

Where to buy…

•Marks & Spencer for modular units.

•Sofa.com for sofas with a chaise.

•Sofa Workshop for a corner sofabed.

Corner sofa

2

3

6

8

7

4

Room ideas

Be inspired by…

Sarah’s living room
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1 Dark Oak; 2 Deep Mahogany; 3 Medium

Oak, all Ronseal Satin Interior Varnish, £8.99

for 250ml, Homebase.  

3

1

2
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Labour of love
HEATHER AND STEVE BOYLAND PUT HEART AND SOUL

INTO THE RENOVATION OF A DERELICT COTSWOLD BARN 



Barn The stable
door was designed by

Steve, who also made the
windows. Bigger glazed

doors at the back of
the barn make the most

of the rural views.

Hallway Terracotta
tiles and a bench provide a

classic country welcome.
Ceiling airer, Lakeland.

Barn letters, heart
wreath, Vinegar Hill. » 

Gloucestershire barn conversion
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What makes this house a home…

‘All the hard work and love that have gone
into it. As well as Steve’s achievements

in building it, we have had help from our
family – it has been a real family affair’ 

Kitchen Set against
off-white units made
by Steve, an island
in distressed purple
creates a wow factor.
Range cooker,
Rangemaster. Blind,
Vanessa Arbuthnott.



Turning a crumbling property into the home of

your dreams is high on many people’s wishlists. If you can

do the work yourself, so much the better. Heather and Steve

Boyland had always hoped to renovate a building one day,

not least because Steve is a skilled carpenter. Having done

up a cottage in the Gloucestershire countryside and lived

there for 30 years while they brought up their son, Mitchell,

Steve was itching for a more ambitious challenge. When he

and Heather heard about a nearby farm where buildings

were being sold off, it seemed like fate.

One of the buildings, a derelict barn, had views across

the fields. ‘We fell in love with it immediately,’ says Heather.

‘It was so quiet and peaceful, and the epitome of the rural

idyll.’ The downside was that not only was it in a dreadful

state, but a tree was growing through the middle. ‘That did

not deter Steve, though, as he’d wanted to work on a shell.’

The couple stayed in their cottage throughout the project

and Steve juggled the renovations with working part-time.

An architect was enlisted to help with the design and layout

and instead of the four bedrooms that had been granted

following planning permission, they went for two en-suite

bedrooms. Downstairs, they opted for an open-plan layout

and chose to emphasise the vaulted ceiling by creating  

a dramatic dining and living space.

The barn had large front and back openings where the

cattle once walked through, and the couple decided to

enlarge the entrance at the back to accommodate a » 

Living area
Pastel shades and
jewel-bright velvets
add summer colour.
Pink sofa, DFS.
Cushions, John
Lewis, Next and
Laura Ashley. Chair,
similar from Loaf. 

At home with...
Owners Heather Boyland,

who works for a cleaning
company, and her husband

Steve, a carpenter and joiner.
They live here with their

Border Collie, Sky, and have
a grown-up son, Mitchell.

House A barn built in 1700,
bought by Heather and Steve in
2005. They moved in in 2012.

Gloucestershire barn conversion
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glazed floor-to-ceiling doorway that floods the house with

light and allows them to enjoy the rural views.

Once the layout was decided, Steve set to work. The tree

was cleared and a new roof using original tiles plus reclaimed

ones was added. He then made and installed every window.

Plumbing and electrics were next, and a floor was laid with

underfloor heating. The space was carved into rooms, and

Steve built a staircase and upper floor for the bedrooms and

en suites. With the structural work complete, Heather could

indulge her passion for decorating. ‘I like interiors shopping

and spend countless days hunting for things. I love shabby

chic and was keen to use earthy colours, as they make for

easy co-ordination.’ Exposed walls are key features and

– along with the stone fireplace and vaulted ceilings in both

the living area and bedrooms – add character while teaming

beautifully with the mellow tones of the bare wood floors.

Heather chose a neutral palette for the walls, which

allowed her to bring in colour with furniture and accessories. 

The couple then turned their attention to the outside,

creating a flower-filled garden that includes a vegetable

patch and a shepherd’s hut that Steve made himself –

having found original shepherd’s hut wheels online.

The renovation was a labour of love, but Steve’s hard

work paid off when he became a finalist in the Local

Authority Building Control (LABC) Building Excellence

Awards. ‘Steve had always wanted to do a renovation,’

says Heather, ‘and I’m thrilled with the end result.’ »

Main bedroom
A French-style bed
makes an elegant
centrepiece, offset
by the statement
wallpaper by the
door (opposite
page, top left).
The bedside tables
and blue trunk are
junk-shop and
car-boot finds.
Bed, similar from
Loaf. Wallpaper,
bedlinen, John
Lewis. Blinds, lamp,
Laura Ashley. 

Gloucestershire barn conversion
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What we love most about
living here…

‘The quietness, the lovely

countryside and being

close to Bath and Tetbury’

Guest bedroom
A discreet ledge
below the beams
offers useful display
space. Blind, similar
from Hillarys.
Bedlinen, Laura
Ashley. Bolster,
Vanessa Arbuthnott. 

Bathroom Earthy
shades ensure a restful

scheme. Bath, similar
from Bath Empire. Rack,

The White Company. 



Shepherd’s hut
This traditional structure,

built by Steve, offers
shelter for Heather’s

favourite summer blooms.

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

On our doorstep…
Visit… ‘Bath. This beautiful
city, known for its natural hot

springs, also boasts legendary
Georgian architecture. We visit 

whenever we can.’

Shop at… ‘Shabby Chic
Interiors (01454 322200,

shabbychicinteriors.co.uk) in
Chipping Sodbury. You can

pick up something a little bit 

different, and the town is
really nice with the Fabulous
Baker Brothers’ Hobbs House

Bakery (01454 321629,
hobbshousebakery.co.uk),

plus craft shops, vintage fairs 
and a lovely florist.’

Go for a meal at… ‘The Old
House at Home (01454 218227,

ohhpubs.co.uk) in Burton. An
old country pub with a highly
recommended Sunday lunch.’

Gloucestershire barn conversion
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A traditional, practical solution to
drying laundry indoors.

Need to know…
Before the time of tumble dryers a
ceiling airer was a must for damp
days when drying outside wasn’t

possible. To take a load of washing
securely, the airer must be attached

to the ceiling joists, or you could
consider a wall-mounted version

instead. Traditional airers have wood
slats and painted metal ends,

lightweight modern ones are made
from aluminium.

Where to buy…
•PulleyMaid for a classic ceiling airer

and wall rack.

•Store for a wood and zinc wall rack.

•Lakeland for a modern ceiling airer.

1 Classic ceiling airer, from £39.99 for L90cm, PulleyMaid. 2 French Ticking fabric,
col Clay/Damson, £48 m, Vanessa Arbuthnott. 3 Gatherer hook, H20x11.25cm diameter,

£14.95, Anthropologie. 4 Somerton willow basket, H38xW52xD41cm, from £70, Neptune.

5 Old English wooden letter, H12cm, £6.25, Posh Graffiti. 6 Three French Hens cushion
cover, 45cm sq, £15, Not on the High Street. 7 Oak photograph frame, 10cm sq, £12,

John Lewis. 8 Cushion bench with baskets, H47xW110xD36cm, £250, Out There Interiors. 

Find the perfect

terracotta tiles

1 Rustic Red, £27.45 sq m; 2 Rojo, £44.95

sq m; 3 Honey Handmade, £44.95 sq m,

all Walls & Floors.

3

1

2

Be inspired by…

Heather’s hallway

2

3

5

7

8

6

4

1

Ceiling airer

For more ideas go to
housetohome.co.uk/
countryhomesandinteriors

Modern

Classic

Room ideas
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Welcome guests to a
hoedown style party

Set the scene outside your
entrance with bales of straw

and wooden crates full of
late-summer fruit and flowers.  

See page 64 for details.

Harvest
chic

Give your home a festival feel
with modern rustic style. Bring
together vibrant prairie motifs,

warm seasonal hues and earthy
natural textures for an

end-of-summer celebration

THE BEAUTY OF

country style



INSTAGRAM
For more inspiration

and behind-the-scenes
pics from our shoots,

follow us at
countryhomesmag

Gather round a
floral themed table

A botanical-inspired tablecloth
and geometric print cushions
add colour and contrast, while

copper tealights cast a soft glow.
See page 64 for details. »

Seasonal looks
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Get party ready with
colourful flooring
Choose rugs and runners

featuring graphic patterns and
coarse textures for striking style. 

See page 64 for details.
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Layer jazzy colour
on a low key sofa

Keep the furniture subtle (the
fabric on our sofa was inspired
by sackcloth) and offset with
cushions in a confident combo

of pattern and colour.
See page 64 for details. »

Seasonal style



Display pots and crocks
on a pegboard

Hang mugs on hooks, stand jugs on
ledges or drape party decorations
on this versatile kitchen backdrop.  

See page 64 for details.
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Create a rustic
cloakroom

Use seed-inspired
wallpaper to make a

welcoming space with
plenty of hooks for hats
and a handy bench. See
page 64 for details. »

Seasonal looks



Pamper your

overnight guests

Offer a clutch of pre-bedtime
essentials in quirky containers – an

enamel beaker for soaps and
toothbrushes, and a rustic zinc

planter to offer towels and bath
treats. See page 64 for details. 
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Sleep and dream
Fall into a bed made comfy with

foliage-patterned pillows, knitted
cushions and crisp bedlinen.

See page 64 for details. »

NEXT MONTH AUTUMN TRENDS

Seasonal looks



Get party-ready with colourful flooring
Stockholm rug, £160, Ikea. Triangle rug, £90, Tesco Direct.

Cinnabar rug, from £195, Loaf. Wire basket, £52, This

Modern Life. Zinc florist’s vase, as before. Carpet beater,

£14; corn broom, £12; ladies’ raffia sun hat, £38, all Hen

& Hammock. Cushions (from left): 1 Whitechapel, £65,

Flock. 2 Malmo, 2054/109, £39 m, Villa Nova. 3 Ombré,

£27, Cox & Cox. 4 Dashes, £28, MissPrint Home collection,

John Lewis. Cashmere blend cable-knit throw, £90; water

hyacinth basket, £55, both Croft collection, John Lewis.

Layer jazzy colour on a low key sofa
Cushions (from left): 1 Malmo, 2054/81, £39 m, Villa

Nova. 2 Diagonal Zig Zag, col Neon Orange, £32,

Oliver Bonas. 3 Hetsa, £28 m, Scion. 4 Patchwork in

(from left) Blomma, £32 m; Ester, £28 m; Hetsa, £28 m,

all Scion. Clavering large sofa in Ullswater Chalk, £1,820, 

Sofas & Stuff. Gryning wallpaper, £242 for a 13.5x53cm

roll, Carl collection by Sandberg at Liberty. Poste coffee

table, £245, Loaf. (On table) Native bowl, £50, Sparrow and

Co. Geometric copper bowl, £20, Linea Home at House of

Fraser. Linen bray bread bag, from £11, Rowen & Wren.

Vintage-style flower pot candle, £7.50, Cox & Cox. Thurlough

crewelwork rug, £348, Anthropologie. Rectangular baskets,

from £27, Neptune. Exhibition console table, £325, Loaf.

(On console) Wooden tapered wire lantern, £35, Sainsbury’s.

Milk bottles, £16 for 4; floral print paper straws, £3.75 for 25,

all Peach Blossom at Not on the High Street. Rectangular

roaster, from £30, House of Fraser. Copper bud vase, £40 for

3, Cox & Cox. Vintage Mason jar, as before. Twine, from

a selection, Hobbycraft. Striped round baskets, £35 for 3,

Littlewoods. Humphrey floor lamp, £299, Olive & The Fox.

Ladder, from a selection, The French House. Burnished

copper hanging frame, £25, Cox & Cox. Tealight lanterns, 

£11.95, Orla Kiely at Wild & Wolf. 

Display pots and crocks on a pegboard
Peg-it-all wall-mounted wood storage panel, £175,

Kreisdesign. Ceramic canisters (from top left), Retro, col

Blue, £5; Ikat, cols Dark Grey and Red, both £6, all Tesco

Direct. Enamel mugs, £10.95 each, Dassie. Soup tureen,

£20, House of Fraser. Rosie casserole dish (standing on

end), £38, Anthropologie. Gold glitter garland, £6;

hessian (on bottles), £5 for 2m; chalkboard labels, £4 for

12, all Hobbycraft. Oak paddle board, £16; San Miguel

tumbler, £2.50 for 4; copper-coated kettle, £25, all

Sainsbury’s. Leather strap bread board, £38, Rowen &

Wren. Thrift chopping board, £32, House of Fraser. Floral

print paper straws, £3.75 for 25, Peach Blossom at Not on

the High Street. Ikat bowls, £8 each, West Elm. Birch tray,

£8, Ikea; outside edge painted in Fruit Salad, £30.52 for 

750ml, Earthborn. Linen seersucker tea towel, col Blue

and White, £12, Workshop Living. Fargrik side plate, 

col Turquoise, £13.50 for 18-piece service, Ikea.

Create a rustic cloakroom
Wallpaper, Totak, col Saffron, £36 a roll, Scion. Peg rail,

£49; Jack Russell cushion, £49; rug, from £49, all Scumble

Goosie. Cage light, £79; sun hat, £38, both Hen & Hammock.

Badri rancher hat, £48, Anthropologie. Bench, £130, Ikea.

Native platter, £60, Sparrow and Co. Aldgate East cushion,

col Major Mustard, £65, Flock. Elba throw, £150, Fable by

Bedeck. Hessian, ribbons, from a selection; spray paint,

£9; jute bag, £1.99; linen bunting, £12, all Hobbycraft.

Basket, £50 for 2, House of Fraser. Skirting, painted in

Apple, £26 for 1L, Little Greene. Wellies, stylist’s own.

Welcome guests to a hoedown-style party
Chalk paddle board, £55, Home Barn. Apple pick ladder,

similar from The French House. Wirework apple picker, £12,

Garden Trading. Ladies’ raffia sun hat, £38, Hen & Hammock.

Storm lantern, £29, Sparrow and Co. Wooden crate,

£39.95, Dassie. Vase, painted in Fruit Salad, £30.52 for

750ml, Earthborn.

Gather round a floral-themed table
Harrogate table, £1,460, Neptune. Reclaimed wood rustic

bench, £295, Home Barn. Cushions, Peggy Tile, col Coral,

£55 m, Louise Body. Botanist Knoll tablecloth, £88,

Anthropologie. (On table) Enamel dinner plates and

bowls, £17.95 each; painted white crate, £26.95, all 

Dassie. Terracotta pasta bowls, £5 each, Sainsbury’s. Copper

honeycomb tumblers (as tealight holders), £6 each, Oliver

Bonas. Recycled glass San Miguel wine glasses, £4 each,

Sainsbury’s. Soaré water hyacinth place mats, £3.50 each,

Ikea. Gold-dipped cutlery, £32, Anthropologie. Small zinc

vase (as cutlery holder), £12.50, Cox & Cox. Vintage mason

jar, £18, Ines Cole. Zinc florist’s vase, £10.50; vintage-style

footed platter, £17.50, both Cox & Cox. (On ledge, from

left) Round glass candle holders, similar from John Lewis.

Glass and marble hurricane lantern, £40, Croft collection,

John Lewis. Rosie serving bowl, £48, Anthropologie.

(On wall) Bamboo lantern, col Grey, £19, Fable. Wall panel,

Peggy Tile, as cushion before. Festoon lights, £35, Cox & Cox.  

Pamper your overnight guests
Aged zinc trough, £45 for 2, Cox & Cox. Royal Turkish

towels, from £18, Christy. Bain Douche bath and shower

gel with Essential Oils, £12; nail brush, £4, all Workshop

Living. Bamboo toothbrush, £5.25, Violet & Percy.

Enamel tumbler, £6, Fable. Curtain, Calling Birds, £55 m,

Louise Body. Korken bottle with stopper, £2.25, Ikea.

Sleep and dream
Hamilton double bed, £294 (base), The Dormy House;

covered in, Dot To Dot, col £55 m, Louise Body. Ellis

Stripe duvet cover, col Duck Egg, £75; Oxford pillowcase,

£17, both Fable at Bedeck. Cushions (from front):

1 Indian Diamond, col Rust, £45, Georgia Bosson at

Quiirk. 2 Blue knitted, £25, John Lewis. 3 Ester, £28 m;  

All the details: products and prices

Pages 56-57

Pages 60-61

Pages 58-59

Pages 62-63

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

4 Blomma, £32 m, both Scion. 5 Loops sham, col Ochre,

£20, Christy. Grey throw, £99, John Lewis. Chunky knit

throw, col Multi Reds, £25, Tesco Direct. Alexa reclaimed

wood bedside table, £359, West Elm. (On table) Copper

honeycomb tumbler, £6; copper honeycomb carafe,

£26, both Oliver Bonas. Wild Plum candle, £17.50, Fable.

Copper bud vase, £40, Cox & Cox. Vintage effect alarm

clock, £12, Sainsbury’s. Terracotta mug, col Half Green,

£14, Fable. Burnished copper bud vase, £40 for 3,

Cox & Cox. (On wall) Paper bird bunting, £7, Fable. Madiba

rustic picture frames, from £12.95, Dassie. Tapestry hoop,

from a selection, Hobbycraft; fabric stretched over it,

Calling Birds, £55 m, Louise Body. Perfect Symmetry rug,

£398, Anthropologie. Fowey pendant light, similar from

Rowen & Wren. Curtain, as before. F
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ENJOY THE SIMPLE PLEASURES OF MAKING JAMS, JELLIES AND

CHUTNEYS WITH OUR PICK OF THE BEST BUYS

with the right kit

Prepare your produce

VIDEO
For more great
shopping ideas,

go to
country-days.co.uk

Find your favourite recipes and gather together all the country-style kitchen

utensils and accessories you need to wash, peel, de-stone and chop your

ingredients ready for a delicious batch of homemade jams and chutneys.

Small wooden chopping board, £69; Opinel vegetable knife, £55 (from a set of

4 assorted kitchen essentials), both Summerill & Bishop. Pink knife, from a selection,

TK Maxx. Wiltshire print napkin, £39.95 for 4, Liberty. Colander, £15, Nigella

Lawson at Unique & Unity. Strawberry Fields tea towel, £8, Fiona Willis Artwork.

Oval wire basket, £16.50, The Orchard. Book stand (with matching cake stand,

not shown), £14.99, Heart of House. Condiments greeting card, £2.75, Victoria

Eggs. Kilner Fruit Blossom adhesive labels, £2.50 for 24 assorted, John Lewis. 



1 Cut and core tasty homegrown apples. 

Apple corer, £7, Garden Trading.

2 Protect your clothes from splashes

and stains. Wiltshire print PVC apron,

£19.95, Liberty.

3 Display seasonal ceramics. Ashby medium

apple ornament, col White, £6, Neptune.

4 & 5 Rinse your homegrown produce

thoroughly. XL colander, £59, Summerill &

Bishop. Small colander, £16, Willow & Stone.

6 Squeeze with ease. Citrus juicer, £12.95,

Summerill & Bishop.

7 Peel and slice in an instant. Apple

peeler, £15, Garden Trading.

8 Feel the love when prepping your

ingredients. Heart board, £19.99,  

Loaf & Larder at T&G Woodware.

9 Choose rustic everyday accessories.

Opinel wooden vegetable peeler, £55

(from a set of 4 assorted kitchen essentials),

Summerill & Bishop.

10 Pick on-trend peachy tones for kitchen

equipment. Coral vegetable peeler, £11,

Caroline McGrath.

11 Keep sugar to hand in stylish canisters.

Copper storage tin, £39.95 for 3, Berry Red.

12 Wash and dry up as you go. Wiltshire

bordered tea towel, £12.95, Liberty.

13 Add a pop of colour on the table top.

Cotton placemat, col Peach, £18.95 for 2,

Nordic House.

14 Work on a circular serving board. Wooden

board, col Grey, £21.50, Nordic House.

15 Keep with the autumn fruits theme

with this handy gadget. Apple slicer and

corer, £3.95, Dotcomgiftshop.

16 Wash berries in a charming cream

ceramic container. Rinse colander,

£30, Habitat.

17 Chop with care on a classic oak board.

Small handled board, £12.99, Loaf & Larder

at T&G Woodware.

18 Expertly pare your ingredients. Opinel

paring knife, £55 (from a set of 4 assorted

kitchen essentials), Summerill & Bishop.

19 Get straight to the core with a simple

old-school utensil. Retro kitchen apple 

corer, £3.50, Dotcomgiftshop. »

Shopping shortlist

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

11
13

18

19

14

16

17

15
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Use a timer and thermometer to ensure your preserves are cooked to perfection.

Check the consistency with the handy plate test: place a teaspoon of jam on a chilled

plate and push your finger through once it’s reached room temperature to see if it

wrinkles. If it does, it’s ready. Turn off the heat while you check, so it doesn’t overcook.

Maslin pan, 9L, £48, David Mellor. Beech preserve spoon, £5.99; Ribbed glass jar, £4.99,

both T&G Woodware. Bloomingville kitchen scales, col Rose Pink, £45, House Envy. Medium

Weck Deco jar, £4.85, The Cooks Kitchen. Beech board, £40, Folklore. Kilner thermometer,

£14, John Lewis. Red Apples napkin, £2.50 for 20, Dotcomgiftshop. Wiltshire print

side plate, £16.95, Liberty. Vintage silver-plated teaspoon, £17 for 4, Caroline McGrath.

with classic cookware
Bubble and stir
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1, 2, 3 & 4 Choose the right spoon for the job.

(From left) Rig Tig white oak spoon, £10.95, Hus &

Hem. Dipped wooden spoon, £7.50, Rose & Grey.

Large wooden spoon, £28, Summerill & Bishop.

Kilner jam spoon, £5.99, John Lewis.

5 Brighten up your kitchen. Cotton placemat,

col Coral, £18.95 for 2, Nordic House.

6 Include ceramic fruit in your kitchen décor.

Ashby medium pear ornament, col Pebble Grey,

£6, Neptune.

7 Cook up a treat with coloured cookware.

Malone casserole pot, col Grey, £55, Habitat.

8 Remove pips and stones. Dexam sieve,

£8, John Lewis.

9 Pause between stirrings without leaving

sticky surfaces. White porcelain spoon rest, 

£9, Willow & Stone.

10 Add a pinch of spice and seasoning.

Gold spoons, small, £7; large, £10, both

Caroline McGrath.

11 Weigh out your ingredients. Scales (with

measuring pan, not shown), £55, Cox & Cox.

12 & 13 Carry pans safely from the stove.

Wiltshire print pot holder, £12.95, Liberty.

Apples oven mitt, £3.95, Dotcomgiftshop.

14 Deal with a glut of produce. Copper

preserving pan,10L, £185, Mauviel M’passion

at Divertimenti.

15 Handle small measures. Rig Tig white oak

syrup spoon, £5.95, Hus & Hem.

16 Mix and blend ingredients. Beech wood

preserving spoon, £4, Garden Trading.

17 Get to grips with colour. Spoon with orange

handle, £4.75 for 3 assorted, T&G Woodware. 

18 Prepare fruits ready for stewing. Mixing

bowl, col Shutter Blue, £13.50, Garden Trading.

19 Pick an on-trend print in autumnal tones.

Klippan Autumn Berries fabric, £22.50 m, Hus & Hem.

20 Use beautifully designed dining accessories.

Scalloped charger, £9, House Envy.

21 & 22 Time each recipe to perfection.

Retro pink timer, £12.50, Summerill & Bishop.

Hourglass, £25 for 2, Cox & Cox.

23 Avoid messy drips when decanting into

jars. Jam funnel, £9.80, David Mellor.

24 Be sure to test the temperature of the jam.

Thermometer, £2.28, The Cooks Kitchen.

25 Arrange fruit in simple Scandi-style bowls. 

Limed wooden bowl, £21, Nordic House.

26 Achieve a smooth consistency. Muslin

squares, 45cm, £3.99 for 5, Lakeland. »

Shopping shortlist

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

11
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18

19

20
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16
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21

22

23

25

26



Decorate jam jars  
and label with love

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

Fill sterilised decorative jars with jewel-coloured preserves or dress

up traditional-style Kilner jars with hand-stamped labels, pretty fabric

tops and twine. Store in the pantry for a year-round taste of summer

or share with family and friends as homemade foodie gifts.

100% Homemade jar, £10.50 for 4, Garden Trading. ‘Delicious Jam’ jar, £2.45,

All Things Brighton Beautiful. Jam pot rack, £9, Dibor. Pear preserve jar, £20,

Bliss in the Woods at Unique & Unity. Orange spotty jam jar cover, £3 for 5,

Berry Red. Pink tag, £2.49 for 10; hessian square, £5.99 for 10, both Ginger

Ray. Baker’s twine, £5.95, Papermash. Brass Apple napkin ring, £28 for 4,

Amara at Rowen & Wren. Jam jar covers in Klippan Autumn Berries, £22.50 m,

Hus & Hem. Polka-dot jam jar cover (from a 73-piece label set), £7.99, Kilner.
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1 Line your larder with charming jars. Large

ceramic jar with red lid, £6.95, Dotcomgiftshop.

2 Pretty up plain pots. Gingham jam jar cover,

£3 for 5, Berry Red.

3 Label with beautiful hand-drawn designs.

Strawberry jam labels, jam tops and raffia ties,

£4 for 6 of each, Fiona Willis Artwork.

4 & 24 Colour up the counter. Placemats, cols

Peach, Coral, both £18.95 for 2, Nordic House.

5 Tie on tags. Kraft labels, £2.50 for 10, Paperchase.

6 Leave your mark. Stamp, £24.95, StompStamps.

7 Record the date. Date stamp, £5.95, Papermash. 

8 Give the Home Made seal of approval.

Jam jar covers, £4.95 for 24, Divertimenti.

9 Pep up with a dash of spice. Spice jar and

spoon, £3.95, Rose & Grey.

10 Decant into an elegant glass pot to serve.

Strawberry jam jar, £48.50, Summerill & Bishop.

11 Label the jar. Baker’s twine, £5.95, Papermash

12 Seal with a fruity design. Wax seal stamp,

£14.95; Waxes, £3.45 each, Sophia Victoria Joy.

13 Decorate with berry prints. Blossom jar

seals, £5.99 for 108; Fruit Jam labels, £2.50 for

24, all Kilner at John Lewis.

14 Make your own fabric covers. Klippan

Autumn Berries, £22.50 m, Hus & Hem.

15 Add a tag. Label, £2.49 for 10, Ginger Ray.

16 Write your own. Chalkboard labels, £3.79

for 24, Lakeland.

17 Try a bird print. Pantry Design lid covers

(part of jam-making set), £9.95, Dotcomgiftshop.

18 Cover jars with rustic fabric tops. Hessian

squares, £5.99 for 10, Ginger Ray.

19 Make each jar personal. Tag, from £11for

10; Oval kitchen labels, from £5 for 10; Large

labels, from £5 for 10, all Honey Tree Publishing.

20 Carry in style. Crate, £15.99, T&G Woodware.

21 Use a pretty jar. (Top row) ‘Delicious Jam’ jar,

£2.45, All Things Brighton Beautiful. Ceramic jar

with pink lid, £6, Posh Totty Designs. Glass jar,

£7.50, Folklore. Spoon, £7.95, Summerill & Bishop.

Medium ceramic-top jar, £2.95; (Middle row)

Small ceramic-top jar, £1.95; Gingham Jam pot,

from a selection, all Dotcomgiftshop. Weck

Deco jar, £4.85, The Cooks Kitchen. Ceramic jar

with red lid, £6, Posh Totty Designs. Pantry

Design jar, £1.95, Dotcomgiftshop. (Bottom row)

‘Perfectly Pickled’ jar, £2.45, All Things Brighton

Beautiful. Weck Storage jar, £7.50, Folklore. Jar

with red lid, £4.95, Summerill & Bishop. Kilner

Vintage preserve jar, £3.50, The Cooks Kitchen.

22 Get crafty. Washi tape, £3 for 4, Paperchase.

23 Secure labels with jolly stripes. Red and

white stripe ribbon, £1.75 for 2 m, Paperchase.

NEXT MONTH BOOT-ROOM BASICS
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Holiday memories
PRESERVE REMINDERS OF GOOD TIMES – FROM GETAWAYS

TO SPECIAL EVENTS – WITH THESE SIMPLE DISPLAY IDEAS

1.
Twist wire into
picture holders
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2.
Create a beautiful

scrapbook

*
Style idea

If including some pressed
flowers or foliage in the

scrapbook, interleave the
pages with sheets of

blotting paper. »

*

Get creative



3.
Display snaps
in a tin box

*
Style idea
Press individual flowers

from table arrangements
and bouquets to mount
alongside photographs
of a wedding or party.
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4. Make picture

paperweights
5.Mark memories 

on a map

6. Tuck treasures

into envelopes

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

Modern
Country
Maker

Capture precious
moments

* Sort photographs
and memorabilia
into themes to create
eye-catching displays.

* Add natural finds 
– such as pretty
feathers, seashells,
flowers or leaves – to
introduce a sense of
the time of year.

* Write or print out
words, meaningful
quotes, mottoes, lines
of verse or lyrics to
bring a personal
touch to your display.

* Search online for
the latest ways to
display and print
photos, including
photobooks, posters,
extra-large prints
and items such as
key rings, mugs and
calendars, which also
make great gifts. 

* For more ideas, see
the printing options
at Photobox, 0344
854 3366 photobox.
co.uk, and Snapfish, 
020 3684 7993,
snapfish.co.uk.»

In this digital age, there’s still a place for
tangible displays of photographs and
mementos as a reminder of happy times. 

Get creative
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Get creative

How to make it...

Mark memories  
on a map

Annotate a map with happy

reminders of fun trips. Take a box 

frame apart, then glue a map

of your journey to the backing board.

Print or write dates or days on slips

of paper to fit mini clipboards, and

use a hot glue gun to fix them to

the map. Draw picnic, campsite or

hotel symbols or print free images 

from websites such as Clipart

(openclipart.org) onto card, and cut

out or punch luggage tag shapes

then glue onto the map along with

photographs. Add words in wooden 

letter tags or try Scrabble tiles.

Tuck treasures
into envelopes

Make little books from bundles of

handmade envelopes stuffed with

used tickets, bus or rail timetables,

postcards and other nostalgic travel

trivia that you want to keep. Sort

the items into themes and fill the

envelopes, then write labels and

fasten on with fancy paperclips.

Collate several envelopes together

with strips of decorative tape along

the bottom edges (see picture). Add 

one final strip of tape down the

finished spine to create a book.

*Tip Tie the books with lengths of

leather cord to keep contents safe.

Create a beautiful 
scrapbook

Record a journey or day out in the

form of sketches, images and finds

in a ring-bound scrapbook (using

a scrapbook with ties will keep

mounted items extra secure).

Cut out and mount drawings and

rubbings onto decorative cards

and paper trimmed to fit a space

in the scrapbook. Dot the corners

of the back of the artwork with

glue, then press onto their backing

cards. When dry, stick the cards

onto the pages using a glue stick

or sticky tape. Glue pressed flowers 

onto the pages if using.

Twist wire into
picture holders

Craft quick and easy photo holders

from lengths of garden wire and

chunky pebbles. Wearing protective

gloves, take a length of garden wire

(about 50cm) and wrap half of it

around a large pebble as if tying a

parcel, twisting the short end with

the remaining half length to secure

(see picture). Pull the top half of

the wire taut then wrap the end

down and around a piece of 2cm

dowel or the handle of a large

wooden spoon. Wind it around

about three times to make three

loops, and twist the bottom end of

the wire around

the straight wire, 

pressing the

loops together

to make a tight

clip for photos.

Make picture
paperweights

Capture magic moments forever  

in a glass paperweight. Most

paperweight kits comprise a glass

shape with a self-adhesive cover

on the base. Using the base as

a guide, cut out images from

photographs just slightly smaller

than the guide. Peel back the cover,

position the image and replace the 

cover to seal the edges.

*Tip Use photographs, postcards, 

flyers or any attractive paper

memorabilia in paperweights and

display groups of them in printers’

trays on a wall or along shelves.

Display snaps in  
a tin box

Keep mementos of a special party in

a hinged sweet or biscuit tin. Fill the

base of the tin with layers of 5mm

foam board trimmed to fit: using a

hot glue gun, stick enough layers

together to fill the tin to within 1cm

of the rim. Cut out and glue down

a layer of corrugated card over the

foam board and also line the lid of

the tin with card. Pin two lengths

of paper string like washing lines

across the base of the tin (see

picture) and use mini pegs to clip on

photographs. Use place cards, ribbon

and flowers to decorate inside the lid.

Kraft scrapbook,

£8.50, Paperchase.

Cards, similar from

Hobbycraft. Tape,

£3.50 for 3 rolls,

Hobbycraft. Hessian

ribbon, similar from

Not on the High

Street. Other items, 

stylist’s own. 

Corrugated card, £1.80

a sheet; foam board

from 99p a sheet, both

Fred Aldous. Pegs, £1

for 50; pins, £2.50 for

100, both Hobbycraft.

String, £2.50 for 30 m,

Willow & Stone. Pressed

flowers, similar from

Avonside Flowers. 

Envelopes, £8.15 for

20, Fred Aldous.

Paperclips; card;

tape; fabric, all

similar from

Hobbycraft. Leather

cord, similar from

John Lewis. Sparkly

jute, £6.48, Nkuku.

Pen, £24, Paperchase. 

1

54

2 3

6

NEXT MONTH CORN CRAFTS

Frame, £10; clipboards,

£1.49 for 2; alphabet

tags, £2.79 for 52;

card tags made using

multipunch, £11.25,

all Hobbycraft. Map,

from £4.99, Stanfords.

Tealights, £4.59 each;

bottles, £29.95 for 4;

bird, £5.95, all Nkuku. 

Glass paperweights,

all similar from Fred

Aldous. Sparkly jute,

£6.48 for a bobbin,

Nkuku. Colouring

pencils, £2.50 for 24;

notebooks and

stationery, from a 

selection, all

Paperchase. 

Pebbles, wire, similar

from garden centres.



OUR READER DISCOUNT IS THE PERFECT WAY TO TREAT YOUR HOME

TO A FRESH NEW LOOK WITH PRACTICAL YET BEAUTIFUL HOMEWARES 

Save 20% at Garden Trading 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The offer is valid from 6 August

to 16 September 2015. The 20%

off discount is valid online at

gardentrading.co.uk and via the

customer services phone line. The

promotion code COUNTRY must be

entered at the checkout in order to

claim this offer. The offer may only

be redeemed once per customer.

Only one promotion code can be

used per order. Free Standard UK

Delivery applies on a spend over

£60, after the discount has been

applied. Deliveries outside

Mainland UK or using alternative

shipping methods may cost extra.

Garden Trading reserves the right

to withdraw or amend this offer

at any time and without notice.

Please view full terms and

conditions at gardentrading.co.uk.

G
arden Trading prides itself on producing practical 

yet stylish buys for the home and garden.

The online store offers beautiful designs at

sensible prices in a tempting mix of textures and

materials that work together brilliantly in the modern

country home. Be sure to check out the new autumn-

inspired harvest accessories, including a quirky apple

press made from solid spruce and cast iron, and a

selection of rattan baskets that would be a great storage 

solution for any room in the house. You’ll also find

gorgeous lighting and furniture, plus a wide range of

other accessories, including rustic Bothy bowls and

platters, recycled glass vases and bottles, cushions,  

rugs and enamelware.

•How to claim your discount There are two ways

to enjoy 20% off at Garden Trading. Simply visit

gardentrading.co.uk and enter code COUNTRY where

prompted at the checkout page. Alternatively, you can

call 0845 608 4448 to order, quoting code COUNTRY. 

for you
CHOSEN BY US

Bowl, £17.50; pot, £6.50;
trough with handle, £12;

extra large trough, £47, all
from the Bothy range.

Extra large recycled
glass vase, £17.50;

recycled glass
bottles, £19.50 for 3;

recycled glass
pickle vase, £30;

small recycled glass
vase, £10.50.



My kind of country

to my book writing

‘‘ Rural life has brought

a new freedom

A
fter moving to Hertfordshire six

years ago, the best-selling author

Freya North converted a stable in 

her garden to write in, although when it’s

very hot she takes her laptop down to the

woods to work. A born and bred townie, 

she has embraced country life and loves

horse riding, walking her dogs, making jam

and baking. In 2012, Freya set up and now

runs the Hertford Children’s Book Festival,

she is also a judge for the Campaign to

Protect Rural England’s Rural Living

Awards and an ambassador for Beating

Bowel Cancer. Author of 14 books, her

latest novel, The Turning Point, is out now…

Where is home? I wanted a period cottage,

but I ended up with a 1970s bungalow  

set in 50 acres, half of which is woodland. 

I was able to redesign the property inside

and out and now it is mostly open plan.  

I moved here from north London, where 

I’d lived my whole life, in the very cold

winter of 2009 – the move made my

childhood dream come true. My heart had

always been in the country as I’d ridden

horses from a young age and I was also

close to my cousins who lived on the side 

of a mountain in Wales. I live here with 

my children Felix, 14, and Georgia, 12, 

plus English Pointer Twig, Cockapoo Bee

and my horse Nathan.

Describe your dream country home…  

A wonderful contradiction – I want privacy

but it should also be lively with plenty of

visitors. We are friendly with other families

on our lane and weekends often have an 

open-house feel. My home is in a half-acre

meadow and although I’ve planted an

orchard and hedgerow, there is no garden

as such. I don’t mind, however, because  

I have views across the fields to the woods.

To keep a country home perfect, the utility/

boot room is vital, although muddy dogs 

do have their own charm! And, of course, 

a cake in the oven or soup on the stove

always makes a house homely. 

Your earliest countryside memories? 

My Aunty Sally lived down a steep rutted 

track on a hillside outside Crickhowell in » 

‘‘
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Freya with her dogs,
Bee (left) and Twig, in
the woods that form
part of her property.

The 1970s bungalow
has been reconfigured

to create a modern
open-plan home.

Lemon drizzle
cake is Freya’s

signature bake.

Jam making 
(above) is a

favourite activity
in Freya’s kitchen.

The vintage chair belongs to
Freya’s dad and is by Swiss
designer de Sede. The
suede cushions are by local
designer Murphy McCall.

Irish Sport horse
Nathan is an
important part 
of the family.



My kind of country 

Gwent and I loved spending time there.

There were chickens, fat Welsh ponies,

tearaway Jack Russells and eccentric

locals. I remember parties in the hayloft

and adventures on horseback.

What inspires you most about living
in the country? I know it sounds strange

but I feel rural life enables me to truly

breathe. Life is more open – windows,

doors, the view, the sky. I think the fact

that I feel settled here and don’t feel

hemmed in has brought a freedom to my

writing – be it edgier themes or deeper

emotion and more complex characters. 

Favourite places to shop? We are lucky

to have good farm shops in the area.

Foxholes Farm in Hertford is wonderful

for locally reared meat and homegrown

vegetables, plus an irresistible range of

cheeses and British beer, cider and wine.

For gifts, The Oak Room in the stable yard

at historic Hatfield House is brilliant –

really original, gorgeous items. They also

have a shop in Hertford, where there is

also a lovely Italian deli called Giambrone’s.

It is Sunday lunchtime where do you go
to eat? Our local is The Candlestick in

Essendon, the perfect example of a friendly

independent pub. It’s got character and the

menu is simple but delicious. Best of all,

we can walk there through the fields and

woods – there’s even a tie-up for ponies.

What’s your favourite seasonal food?
When I moved here, I planted an orchard

with 18 trees: apples, plums, damsons,

greengages and quince. Last year’s harvest

was dreadful, but the year before I produced

nine kilos of jam from one plum tree alone.

In early summer I make a lot of elderflower

cordial as it grows rampantly on the edge

of our woods. By late summer, the kitchen

is one big sticky enterprise of jam making.

Guess what everyone gets for Christmas!

How does your perfect weekend shape
up? The children are usually home from

school by 5pm. From autumn to spring, the

woodburner will be lit already; from spring

to autumn, the French doors will be wide 

open. Weekend mornings always start with

a dog walk in the woods. If we have friends

coming to visit, the dogs get two walks –

one at the crack of dawn, then another

later to the pub for lunch. In the summer,

I might send the children off to bring up

some kindling in preparation for winter.

Saturday teatime, our neighbours usually

pop in to see if I’ve made my legendary

lemon drizzle cake. On Sunday evenings we

have a TV supper while watching a film.

Tell us a little bit about your latest
novel… The Turning Point is set in British

Columbia and north Norfolk. Scott, a

Canadian musician, meets Frankie, a British

children’s author. It’s a book that explores

falling in love a little later in life, about

embracing the turning points we reach

and accepting that fate can give with one

hand and take with the other. It’s a very

emotional book about family, home and

love, and I loved writing it.

The Turning Point (£12.99, Harper Collins)

is out now. Visit Freya’s website

freyanorth.com for more information.

I couldn’t live without…
My woods – 24 acres

where the children love

to play. And my friends,

I do feel blessed

“ ‘‘

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES
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So Freya, in
a nutshell…
Favourite country

scents… Lilac in the
spring, roses in the

summer and daphne
in the winter.

Country moment…
We have buzzard
families nesting in

our woods and I love
seeing them

wheeling overhead
and listening to their

plaintive mewing.

Dream garden… I’m
planning to build a
kitchen garden with

raised beds bordered
with reclaimed bricks.

Favourite thing…
Cutting the grass – it’s

perfect me-time. 

Freya with Twig in the
woods. The Candlestick

(right) is a favourite place
for Sunday lunch.
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H O M E
I M P R OV E M E N T S

The Cook’s Kitchen
range, from £40,000, 
Mark Wilkinson
Furniture. » 

All the solutions, advice and inspiration you’ll 
ever need for the perfect country home

Projects, plans
& dreams

Design
a sociable 
kitchen 

Go for a
wow-factor
washstand

Find the best
extractor for
your cooker

1
P R O J E C T

2
P R O J E C T

P R O J E C T

3



How can I include
a breakfast bar?

P R O J E C T  1

S O C I A B L E  K I T C H E N S

1 Tip
If the breakfast bar is
your only eating space
in the kitchen, choose

bar stools with
comfortable backs and
height-adjustable seats.

Nickleby
kitchens, 
from £30,000,
Humphrey
Munson.

L
iving the open-plan dream

often stems from a desire  

to spend more time at home 

with family and friends. The aim 

is to create a space that appeals to

everyone and makes socialising

easy. ‘For open-plan living to work,

the room needs to perform a

number of roles throughout the

day, so the kitchen has to integrate

with the dining and relaxing areas,’

says Andrew Hall, Managing

Director, Woodstock Furniture. 

Aim to zone the room into

cooking, eating and relaxing,  

and then think about how you’ll

move through the zones. Consider

storage at each juncture for a

clutter-free space where everyone

wants to hang out and relax. 

‘If space permits, I’d recommend

incorporating a breakfast bar area

for quick, informal snacks or

homework monitoring, as well as 

a separate dining table for family

meals,’ says Andrew. 

A soft-seating area, perhaps with

a sofa, television or hearth, will

help make the kitchen a tempting

destination outside of mealtimes.

Those with less space will need to

be creative. A small bay window

can be all you need to enjoy

comfortable seating, while built-in

bench seats can create space for  

a table without blocking walkways. 

Store more 
‘As well as being the natural hub

of a large kitchen, an island unit

that spans almost the full width of

the room provides plenty of space

for a breakfast bar,’ says Peter 

Humphrey, Design Director,

Humphrey Munson. ‘Incorporate

deep storage cupboards for holding

tableware, so the table can be  

laid quickly and efficiently.’ 
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Original
kitchens, from 
£18,000, Harvey
Jones Kitchens.

Multi-tasker
‘It only takes a small overhang on

the worktop to make an island unit

more sociable,’ says Matthew Payne,

Designer, Harvey Jones Kitchens.

‘A 200mm-deep overhang will do,

but aim for 300mm – the deepest

you can have without needing extra

support beneath the worktop.’

Embrace curves
‘Curved cabinetry, such as this 

end-grain chopping board unit, is  

a great way of improving flow and

movement in an open-plan kitchen,’

says Richard Mason, Managing

Director, The Secret Drawer. »

Space-saver
This small circular breakfast bar

perched on the corner of an island

unit is a brilliant way to achieve a

dedicated dining area without

stealing precious prep space. ‘The

corner position is key, as it allows

you to chat with family and friends,

but still get on with the meal,’

says Steven de Munnich, Design

Director, Smallbone of Devizes.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

4

Bespoke kitchens,
from £45,000, 
The Secret Drawer.

2

Pilaster kitchens, 
from £40,000,
Smallbone of Devizes.

housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors     85



Tip

5

7

Billy kitchen table,
£695, Loaf.

Artisan kitchens, 
from £25,000, John
Lewis of Hungerford.

Family hub 
A central sturdy kitchen table is the

traditional alternative to modern

island units for food prep and 

socialising. ‘Spread out the weekend

newspapers, help with the children’s

homework, peel the spuds and

share Sunday roasts – the kitchen

table is where it all happens,’ says 

Charlie Marshall, Founder, Loaf.

What are the best looks
 for tables and chairs?

An extending table 
that can be pulled  
out when entertaining
allows for more  
day-to-day living space.

United front
‘Commissioning dining furniture in

the same style as the rest of your

kitchen will help achieve cohesion

throughout,’ says Tom Edmonds,

Director, Lewis Alderson. ‘This

kitchen leads into a conservatory,

but we united the two spaces with 

a co-ordinating table and benches,

achieving a more spacious feel.’

Wooden chairs, 
from £75 each,  
An Angel at my Table. 

Bespoke
kitchens, from
£36,000,
Lewis Alderson.

Relaxed styling
‘These deliberately mismatched

chairs have been handpainted in

pastel shades to create a laid-back

dining area in this open-plan

kitchen,’ says Sophie Rogerson,

Co-founder, RFR Interiors. ‘We

sourced the table from an antiques

market – its timeworn, distressed

finish is perfect for busy family life.’

6
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8

Game on
You don’t need to be
in with the shooting
set to admire this
feathered find.

•Pheasant, £16,
Sophie Allport.

Right stripes
The beach-hut vibe
makes this pretty
pad ideal for
summer style.

•Henley, £26, Susie
Watson Designs.

Flip side
This floral pad has
a check pattern on
the reverse for
a quick update.

•Elsebet, col Pink,
£10, Ikea.

Snug fit
‘Banquette-style dining is ideal for

those who are pushed for space,’ says

Jayne Coleman, Kitchen Designer,

John Lewis of Hungerford. ‘Not only

does it give you the option to conceal

lift-up lids underneath the cushions to

create valuable extra storage, but the

banquette seats can be fitted flush to

an island unit or wall, whatever its

shape, leaving more floor space free

in the rest of the room.’

Chic monochrome
‘Use black accents against fabric-

covered chairs to create striking

silhouettes in your dining area, without

overpowering the space,’ says Sara

Thompson, Director, Thompson Clarke

Interiors. Try a black factory-style

pendant and a circular metal table

teamed with seating dressed with crisp

white cotton covers for a stylish look. »

Multifit chair covers in
unbleached Rosendal
Pure Washed Linen,
£109 each, Bemz.

Country best  Chair cushion pads
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How can I make
space for soft seating?

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

Room with a view
‘Maximise the potential of a bay

window by incorporating a bespoke

window seat,’ says Andrew Hall,

Managing Director, Woodstock

Furniture. ‘Topping it with an

upholstered foam cushion helps to

soften an open-plan kitchen, creating

a more relaxed, living room feel.’

Tip

Similar bespoke
window seat, £1,750,
Woodstock Furniture.

Similar sofa,
the Bluebell,
from £1,240,
Sofa.com.

Similar covers, Loose Fit Country
sofa cover in Brera Quadretto, 
£629; Loose Fit Country
armchair covers in Vreta
Gingham, £149 each, Bemz.

11

10

12Sofa style
Just one squidgy sofa is often all it

takes to encourage friends and

family to linger for longer in the

kitchen. ‘Comfort is the key – choose

a deep seat for sinking into and add

plenty of cushions,’ says interior

designer Emma Sims Hilditch, of

Sims Hilditch Interior Design.

Sun-seekers
‘For practical seating, choose covers

that are removable and machine

washable,’ says interior designer

Clare Topham of Clare Topham & Co

Interior Design. ‘Bear in mind that if

the seating is in a conservatory, pale

colours will be less prone to fading.’

Vintage sofas that are
a bit battered are great
for low-maintenance
kitchen seating.
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How do I find a washstand 
with wow factor? 

1French fancy
Sumptuously curvy,

this beautiful oak

washstand evokes

a glamorous era.

Both wood and

painted finishes are

available and it can

be topped with white

and grey Arabascato

marble (as shown)

or black and gold

Portoro marble, and

completed with deck

or splashback-

mounted taps. 

3

W
hen selecting bathroom

fittings, just as important

as the basin itself is the

cabinet or stand chosen for it.

Classic washstands, rustic vanity

units and elegant countertops are

bringing a breath of fresh air to

country bathrooms. ‘After decades

of somewhat sterile interiors, we

are at last rediscovering the country

house look and learning to create

homes that comfortably combine

new and old,’ says Drummond

Shaw, Chairman, Drummonds.

Traditional materials such as

ceramic, wood and stone are

still big news, but they’re being 

P R O J E C T  2

B AT H R O O M S

combined in inventive ways to

create eclectic pieces; china basins

can be supported by slender,

barely-there metal legs or simple

composite countertops, while

stone bowls with natural

variations in their markings sit

on recycled wood cabinets. For

a one-off piece, consider upcycling

old furniture, setting a basin

into a vintage chest or table and

completing with a stone top.

Many designs also offer the

benefit of extra storage, either in

the form of shelves to hold stacks

of towels or drawer or cupboard

space for everyday essentials.

Archer vanity top, £164;
Archer Petite vanity

unit, £435; Margaux
mixer tap, £340, Kohler.

Dark and handsome
A basket drawer brings a country

element to this vanity unit. Made

from maple, the furniture is finished

in a dark shade and has a protective

coating. The basin overhangs the

vanity unit in a sweeping curve,

creating a dramatic focal point.

Neat finish
Paring basin design down to a

minimum simply adds to the charm.

This simple stone and resin composite

countertop, which is available in

several sizes, puts the emphasis on

the Carrara marble bowl. Taps in a

vintage bronze finish are a welcome

change from contemporary chrome.

2

La Parisienne
double vanity unit,

£7,200; La Loire
3-hole basin mixer

taps, £540 each,
Catchpole & Rye.

Alimia bowl, £600;
Whitechapel countertop, £700

for W120cm; Empire wall-
mounted 3-hole basin mixer

tap, £1,200, Fired Earth.

90 housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors
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Somerset basin, £499; leg
set, £999; Bianco Carrara
composite countertop,
£599; Ellington wall-
mounted basin mixer tap,
£429, Bagnodesign. 

Smooth operator
Both classic lines and modern shapes are easy to

achieve in a smooth-to-touch composite material

of ground stone and resin. It is used here for

the generously sized basin and the marble-effect

countertop, supported by chrome legs. Polished

nickel and gold-finish legs are also available.»

4
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Cuprosa Gyrus basin with
copper interior, £430;

wall-mounted concealed
chrome basin filler, £450,

William Holland.

Teak double washstand
with doors and Royale marble top,

£978; Bluestone Honed Venus
basins, £354 each, Mandarin Stone.

Shiny patina
Gleaming copper brings welcome

warmth to this bathroom. Designed

with a rim that allows it to slot

neatly into a countertop, the basin is

ideal for a bespoke treatment. Instead

of sitting within a weighty cabinet,

here it is fitted into a shelf, providing

a quirky, individual look. 

6

7

Stone age
Striking in colour, these sculpted basins

are teamed with a unit made from

reclaimed teak. Select doors and a stone

top, as shown, or you can go for a slatted

shelf or a rustic wood top.

5

Tip
Check whether your

chosen basin is pre-drilled
for taps or designed for
wall-mounted versions

as this will affect where
it can be positioned.

Naturally
dappled

The beauty of a

washstand top hewn

from a slab of real

marble is that every

piece is uniquely

patterned. Three

types of marble are

available for this

design, which is

fitted with an

undermounted

ceramic basin and

completed with

classic taps featuring

extended spouts.

Single Crake vanity basin
with shelf in Atlantic Grey
marble, £4,860; Classic basin
taps, £630, Drummonds.

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES92 housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors



What should I look for
in a cooker hood?

21

43

Best for… retro style
With its 1950s curves and an enamel-
look ivory finish this chic extractor has
a classic country feel. A cut-off timer lets
you leave it running until the air is clear.

Best for… adding colour
The rounded-edge block shape of
this high-spec hood looks stylish in
soft Cameo Pink, shown. Low-level
perimeter LEDs will illuminate the hob.

5

•BER600IV Retro & Rustic extractor,
H885-1,085xW600xD500mm, 
£359, Baumatic.
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n eyecatching extractor provides a

stylish focal point in your kitchen.

‘A great extractor looks incredible,

performs powerfully and works very quietly

– it should be seen but not heard,’ says Owain

Harrison, Marketing Director, Baumatic.

Extractors vary in shape and size, but a good

one makes the difference between a room

that’s comfortably fresh and a steamy

hot-house. It should change the volume of

air in the kitchen at least 10 times an hour.

For safety, unless the manufacturer advises

otherwise, extractors should be positioned

no lower than 75cm above a gas hob or 

65cm above an electric hob.

Models with classic styling suit a country

kitchen best, but can be difficult to find.

Look for extractors designed to complement

your cooker – many manufacturers offer

matching hoods for a co-ordinated look.

An integrated extractor fitted under a

bespoke chimney or mantel is a discreet

option that works well in a country kitchen.

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

6

EXTRACTORS

P R O J E C T  3

The copper-trimmed
hood is the crowning
glory in a bespoke
kitchen by Artichoke.
Extractor, La Cornue.

•Faber Thalia extractor,
H320xW600xD400mm, £1,139,
KitchenEX Limited.

Best for…range cookers
The industrial design of this sturdy
hood is ideal for professional-style
range cookers, and its built-in steel
splashback will keep walls protected. 

Best for… island units
This remote-controlled hood fits close
to the ceiling to avoid obstructing sight
lines above an island, only lowering
towards the action when required.

•Steel Ascot extractor,
H500xW700-1,200xD500mm,
£1,332, Bradshaw Appliances.

•Vesper extractor, H1,305x515mm
diameter, £962, Rangemaster.

Best for… head room
The snug wall-mounted fit of this
dynamic extractor prevents accidental
bumps, while its sail-like upper duct
glides up to capture steam during use.  

Best for…British design
Sebastian Conran is behind the
Spitfire-inspired curves of this UK-
made hood. Its built-in utensil rail will
keep ladles and spatulas close to hand.

•HVSD970B Décor hood,
H990xW900xD441mm, 
£600, Hoover.

•Sebastian Conran SCCHIM90
extractor, H850xW900xD480mm,
from £489, Belling.
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*

Go for multi-aperture shelving Open shelving

units with different-sized sections provide ideal book

storage. Amanda Knox of Decorative Country Living

suggests, ‘Theme books by colour or combine them with

photos, artwork and keepsakes for added visual interest.’

Open shelving can also be a good room divider, offering

a degree of intimacy that is less obvious than a solid wall.

Frame a walkway Add personality to your room

schemes by commissioning a carpenter to create a

bespoke country-style bookcase to frame a deep walkway

leading from one room to another. A library-style ladder

adds a quirky touch and will make accessing books at a

high level a breeze. Arabella Black of The Guild of Master

Craftsmen advises, ‘Ask to see examples of a carpenter’s

previous projects and, wherever possible, choose someone

who is a member of a reputable trade association.’

Books are beautiful objects
and can make artful focal

points when cleverly
displayed. Be inspired by

these creative ideas to make
the most of your collection

An elegant glass
cabinet makes a
dramatic storage
statement and will
keep your books
free from dust and
dirt. ‘Position out
of direct sunlight,
away from radiators 
and extremes of
temperature or
humidity to preserve
their condition even
further,’ recommends
Tim Bryars of
the Antiquarian
Booksellers’
Association. » 

Protect your
collection

The
Country 
Decorator

Paint shelving
in the same

colour as your
walls for a

seamless look
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‘
Feature wall Make a design statement with your

books by choosing custom-built shelving to accommodate

any shape or size of wall. This idea works particularly

well in a room with a pitched roof, as the lateral shelf

configuration will help to give the space the illusion of

extended width, while also making a virtue of the shape.

Make an entrance If your home has a spacious

hallway, you can easily turn it into a convenient place

to store your book collection. Source traditional-style

bookcases that suit the height of the doorway and then 

lend a sense of drama by painting the shelves in a 

contrasting shade to the rest of the space.

For optimum colour
co-ordination in a
pale room scheme,
stack books in
columns with the
leaves of paper on
show at the front and
the brightly coloured
spines hidden at
the back. Try to make  
the piles using
paperbacks of a
similar size for
further visual unity.
To help you find the
book you want,
arrange the books
alphabetically by
title or author, or even
create a crib sheet!

Pile your paperbacks

Tricks of the trade…
If you love a neutral look

in your home, cover colourful books 

with white or cream paper to  

create a uniform look 
Joanna Wood, Interior Designer

Older country houses
often have characterful
little nooks and
crannies located close
to stairways, around
window frames or
above doorways.
Make the most of every
little bit of space by
adding small inset
shelves that are just
wide enough to house
a selection of books.

Create a
window display

Design secrets

NEXT MONTH KITCHEN SPLASHBACKSSEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

Always check the
suitability of the
wall before fixing 

shelving 
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Learn a new 
skill today

C
ountry Homes & Interiors has

teamed up with My Design School

at KLC to create some exciting

online courses that offer a new, effortless

way to learn, enabling you to gain interior

and garden design inspiration at times to 

suit you. Engaging, immersive and enjoyable,

our courses are taught by expert tutors and

special guests, who will guide you through 

your home or garden project, while a

welcoming online community allows you to

share ideas with fellow course students.

SAVE
UP TO
£300*

IN ASSOCIATION 
WITH



KLC specialises in interior design and

garden design training. The school is

world renowned for its high-quality,

innovative and inspiring training.

KLC’s unique approach immerses 

students in industry practice from the

outset, ensuring that all of its courses 

are practical and career focused.

KLC has become recognised as a

field leader in online learning and, 

because of this, you can be assured of

benefiting from creative and inspiring

tuition, stimulating interaction with

other students and a highly enjoyable 

learning experience! 

Book both courses and save a further £100, for a total saving  

of £300. Please quote code 1HA300†

Do you have a garden that you would like to develop, but are
uncertain where to start? Would you like to gain ideas and

inspiration on how to design your garden to achieve the look 
you’ve always wanted?

Successful Gardens gives students the specialist skills needed to
transform an outside space. The course explores the use of plants,
focusing on colour, texture and planting, while also giving advice

on key garden accessories to help ensure a cohesive result.

Learn how to make your home look like the ones featured
in your favourite homes magazines. Design Your Own Home will
show you how celebrity designers and professional stylists work, 

while helping you to develop your own personal style.

You will be taken through the design process from initial concepts
for a space to a completed scheme. Subjects covered include
planning, colour, sourcing, textiles, lighting and accessories.

Design Your Own Home
14 September – 16 October 2015

Successful Gardens
2 November – 4 December 2015

Course costs £299
Normally £399 – save £100 when booking  

using code CHI0814† 

Course costs £299
Normally £399 – save £100 when booking  

using code CHI0814†

BOOK NOW – Visit klc.co.uk or call 020 7376 3377

• Each course lasts five weeks and is run by

a dedicated course tutor

• Guest tutors will drop in to pass on their  

tips and advice

• Course presented entirely online

• Work in your own time at home 

or on the move

• No previous experience needed

• Enjoy being part of the highly interactive 

 online course community

Studying with My Design School

About KLC School of Design

*When booking both courses. †CLOSING DATE for all offers is 9 September 2015.

Country Homes & Interiors promotion



Deep pink Knautia

macedonica and red
Salvia microphylla

‘Hot Lips’ put on
a vibrant display.

Understated elegance
 BARBARA STOCKITT HAS DESIGNED A COOL BLEND OF RELAXED AND 

FORMAL SPACES REDOLENT OF MEDITERRANEAN FRANCE

country gardens
THE PLEASURE OF



The barn The
converted barn where
Barbara and her
husband Philip live is
framed by orchard trees
laden with rosy apples
at this time of year. »

Wiltshire garden
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Six years ago, Barbara Stockitt sold Pound Hill,

the 16th-century Cotswold manor house in West Kington

that had been her home for over four decades. With her

husband, Philip, she had created an acclaimed two-acre

garden and thriving wholesale plant nursery.

‘To my surprise, the purchasers didn’t want the barn

and stables,’ says Barbara. ‘So we converted the barn –

which had been the nursery café – into a new home.’

Their house and its garden of just under an acre have

been skilfully designed. A tall yew hedge provides shelter

from prevailing westerly winds, while Barbara’s old

garden, including an avenue of sweet chestnuts, which she

planted, makes a mature backdrop to her new orchard.

The barn, with its steep, pitched roofs and asymmetric

windows and doors, is French in feel, as is the topiary yew

and corkscrew box in Versailles tubs on the stone terrace.

Yet, the garden is unmistakably English, in its plant-packed

beds, formal rose border and Cotswold dry-stone walls.

The garden flows around the barn on three sides; on the

fourth is an enclosed courtyard, as well as Barbara’s new

topiary nursery, The Classic Gardener. Throughout the

garden there is a certain formal restraint, with yew

hedges and groves of trees used as frames. A gravel drive

swirls round an elliptical lawn to the front door, opposite

which is a Lutyens bench, flanked by two large pots of

immaculate Hosta sieboldiana, and by a grove of conical-

shaped pear trees, Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’. ‘The

pears produce lovely white flowers in spring,’ says » 

Courtyard
Pleached hornbeams,
set in low box
hedging, create
a shady area for a
sunny day. Troughs
of cosmos and
pelargoniums (top
right) and pots of
agapanthus and
Melianthus major

(below, near right)
add colour and form.

Formal garden
(Below, far right) On
several levels, this
part of the garden
has a clipped lawn
edged by a winding
serpent of box.

At home with…
Owners Barbara and

Philip Stockitt, who run The
Classic Gardener nursery

specialising in topiary and
complementary pots.

House A converted
threshing barn, dating from

1750, which was used as a café
when Barbara and Philip lived

in the big house next door
and ran a wholesale nursery.

Garden An elegant
formal garden, with a wide
lawn, raised plant-packed
beds and a French-style

courtyard. The garden and its
orchard are just under an acre.  
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What makes this
garden so special…
‘A gardener must

get structure right

before having fun

with the planting.

Then it’s pretty

simple and quite

easy to look after’

The sunken
terrace is framed
by gravel beds,
planted with
box balls and
spiky eryngiums.

Barbara is particularly
fond of this topiary
chicken which she
has had for years.

Wiltshire garden
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Raised borders
Flanking the lawn, these
beds are planted in
colour groups divided
by clipped yew, which
lends structure and
formality to the scheme.

What we love most about this garden…
‘The backdrop of orchard trees’



Seating area
Barbara has created
a seating area to the
north of the barn,
which she fills with
pots overflowing
with pretty pink
pelargoniums and
sweet-scented lilies.

Barbara, ‘and the leaves don’t come off until January, 

so it’s almost like having evergreens.’ This cool,

composed scene is offset by a yellow rose, Malvern

Hills (‘Auscanary’), which rambles up a Cotswold stone

wall above a flurry of nepeta.

The entrance to the main garden is flanked by 10

silver-trunked hawthorns, Crataegus x lavalleei, set in

circles of stone and framing a stone bench. Steps lined

with pots of dwarf agapanthus lead down through another

yew hedge to a sunken stone terrace, where the Stockitts

enjoy the evening sun. The Mediterranean-style terrace

is planted with variously shaped roundels of box, with

spiky eryngiums and self-seeded Verbena bonariensis

drifting through gravel beds.

Stone piers lead out to the vegetable garden and orchard

beyond, newly planted with apples, pears and mulberries.

‘They are all grafted on dwarf root stock so I can reach

and pick the fruit easily,’ says Barbara.

The soil is brash, alkaline and with intermittent patches

of clay and free-draining sand. ‘It’s an awful combination,’

says Barbara, ‘so we’ve imported good top soil and dug

in masses of muck.’ She waited a year for the weeds to

come through in the raised beds around the lawn so that

she could pull them out before she started planting. ‘It

took real patience, but it was worth it,’ she says.

A yew-backed rose parterre is laid out within a diamond

pattern of low box hedging, and with grey bursts of

Stachys byzantina at the corners and box roundels at » 

Modern

Classic

Put the emphasis on shape
and form to get a sharp,

sophisticated look…

Need to know…
•Write ideas on a plan to

work towards a cohesive look.
You can change it as you like
until the look is harmonious.

•Topiary is important for
structure, and to give a garden

a feeling of permanence.

•Colour theming requires
a lot of thought. Plant round

evergreens to hold the
design together.

•Don’t ignore your garden, 
even for a week.

•Trial new plants in pots
before placing in the garden.

•Be prepared to dig up
anything at any time.

Gardening is about change.

The ‘designer’ look

Wiltshire garden
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intervals along the front. Most of the roses are from

David Austin, Barbara’s brother, and range from pink

Barbara Austin (‘Austop’) through cream to apricot and 

dark red ‘William Lobb’.

Wall-backed beds are divided by colour and include the

signature plant Sedum ‘Matrona’, which gives interesting

foliage contrast for much of the year, and climaxes in

September. The red section features Knautia macedonica,

Crocosmia ‘Lucifer’ and Cotinus coggygria ‘Royal Purple’,

while eupatorium, deutzia and honeysuckle are key

plants in pink. Osmanthus delavayi, for scent and its

evergreen nature, appears in the white section along

with the repeat-flowering rose, Claire Austin (‘Ausprior’),

white stocks and leucanthemums.

On the fourth side of the house, the enclosed courtyard

has seasonally planted pots. By late summer, these are

filled with hydrangeas, pelargoniums, cosmos, agapanthus

and argyranthemums. A square of pleached hornbeams

standing in low box hedging is redolent of Mediterranean

France, and an ideal place to sit on a hot summer’s day.

Either there, or on the stone terrace outside the kitchen,

Barbara can contemplate what she describes as ‘a work

in progress’, and think about what to do next. ‘That is the

fun of it – all that tweaking,’ she says.

�The Classic Gardener, Pound Barn, West Kington,

Chippenham, Wiltshire SN14 7JQ, 01249 782781,

classicgardener.co.uk.

Formal garden
Gravel paths
surrounding the
lawn lead through
to the enclosed
garden. As you’d
expect from a
topiary nursery,
neatly clipped box
mounds and more
intricate shapes
feature throughout.

On our doorstep…
Visit… ‘Dyrham Park, near Bath
(0117 937 2501, nationaltrust.

org.uk). Late 17th-century
house with deer parkland and

formal gardens. Also, take a
walk to Castle Combe along
the floor of the river valley

across the Fosse Way.’

Stay at… ‘Calcot Manor,
Tetbury (01666 890391,

calcotmanor.co.uk).
A luxurious hotel with spa

and wonderful staff.‘

Go for a meal at… ‘The
Brasserie at Lucknam Park Hotel,
Colerne, Chippenham (01225
742777, lucknampark.co.uk),

in a 17th-century Palladian
mansion with 500 acres.’
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NEXT MONTH CUTTING GARDEN IN BERKSHIRE

Wiltshire garden

54

321

876

Barbara’s late-summer
lovelies

1 Salvia microphylla ‘Hot Lips’ flowers
from early summer into autumn.

2 Dahlia ‘Monk Marc’ is long-flowering
and one of Barbara’s favourites.

3 Box (Buxus sempervirens) is a star 
in any type of garden.

4 Sedum ‘Matrona’ is a succulent with
clusters of pink flowers in late summer.

5 Cosmos lends a burst of colour to
the Mediterranean-style area.

6 Rosa Claire Austin (‘Ausprior’) is
named after Barbara’s niece.

7 This unknown deep pink hydrangea
is key in the courtyard.

8 Also unknown, this agapanthus was
picked up in a market in Italy.
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 Happy thoughts & ideas

•Source suitable areas to
plant – contact your local

council to find out who owns

the land before you start and

ask permission, or offer to tidy

up front gardens belonging to

the elderly or less able.

•Pop flyers through
neighbours’ letterboxes

with a date and time.

•Ask volunteers to bring
along gloves, trowels and

watering cans on the day, as

well as their favourite spring

bulbs, such as daffodils,

hyacinths and crocuses.

•Sign up volunteers who can

help on a long-term basis.

•Organise a neighbourhood
walk to admire new growth

when spring arrives.

•For more information on

how to look after your bulbs,

visit rhs.org.uk.

Host a bulb-
planting day
Prep a village verge
now for colourful

spring blooms 

3 Raid nature’s larder
No such thing as a free lunch? Think

again! Download The Forager’s

Apprentice, 79p (iPhone or iPad) – it’ll

inform and inspire you on how to make

the most of nature’s bounty. 

Team cropped trousers
with a lovely
cardi for the perfect 
balance between
summer and
autumn attire.

2 Love layers!

Magpie cardigan, £45; Washing

Rocks vest, £19.95; Lookout

trousers, £55, all Seasalt.

From herbal honey to forest-

fresh floor cleaner, Forgotten

Ways for Modern Days by

Rachelle Blondel (£14.99, Kyle

Books) revives traditional

household solutions, making

the most of foraged finds and

veg patch pickings. »

5 COOK AND CLEAN THE
NATURAL WAY    

Fashion, wellbeing,
eco, pets, travel and
other nice things

Make
life lovely

10 ways to

Snooze in style
Your dog will sleep

soundly in this beautiful

fleece-lined pet bed

(from £60) by Emily

Bond. Choose from

a range of chic

colourways in adorable

designs inspired by

Emily’s pet Dachshunds,

Oscar and George. 
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•Collect seeds from dried

pods – look for ones that

have turned from green

to brown, look wrinkly

and feel leathery.

•Snip pods into a paper
bag or tub and carefully

shake out the seeds. Store

in an airtight container

until required.

•Sprinkle seeds on top of
home-baked treats to add

colour and crunch. 

Enjoy in homemade

bread and cakes  

Go wild with…
poppy seeds 

Store your bits and bobs in The

Basket Room’s gorgeous range of

ethical baskets, individually made by

small craft collectives in Africa using

age-old weaving techniques. Prices

range from £9 for two small storage

baskets to £55 for a bike basket. »

Stephen and Amanda
Oldfield set up the Wrought
Iron and Brass Bed
Company in 2005 after
failing to find suitable iron
beds for their sons, Jack and
Harry. Ten years on and the
family now specialise in
designing and creating
quality beds with a lifetime
guarantee, each individually
handcrafted by local
craftsmen from a converted
barn in Norfolk. We love the
traditional Charlotte, left –
available in a choice of sizes
and colours, it’s perfect for a
country bedroom. Prices start
from £550 for a single bed.
Call 01485 542516, wrought
ironandbrassbed.co.uk.

7 Buy British
Wrought Iron and Brass 

Bed Company    

Rehydrate
summer skin
Treat sun-exposed skin
to a moisturising mist

1 With replenishing

botanical ingredients and

natural antioxidants, this

fruity blend leaves skin

feeling fresh. Pomegranate,

Argan & Grapeseed Body

Mist, £15 for 100ml,

Crabtree & Evelyn.

2 Soothe skin with a stress-

relieving mix of rose,

geranium and lavender.

Hydrating Mist Toner, £17.50

for 100ml, Trilogy.

3 Juice and salad recipes

inspired the ingredient list

of this cleansing toner.

Toning Essence, £16 for

200ml, Temple Spa.

9 Rustic storage

SEE PAGE 133 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

 Happy thoughts & ideas
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 Happy thoughts & ideas
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We love it because… Tucked

away in a pretty bluebell

wood at Brockloch Farm, this

modern eco-build, celebrates

its surroundings. On sunny

days, light pours in through

many tiny windows; look

back out for perfectly framed

snapshots of the woodland

outside. Skylights above the

bed and bath allow stargazing.

What’s the accommodation like?

A kitchen, stylish living and

dining area, and bathroom

with compost loo are all fitted

within this space, with sheep’s

wool insulation and a wood

burner ensuring cosy nights,

and solar panels add lighting.

How much? From £155 a

night. Minimum two-night

stay. Sleeps two.

Brockloch Treehouse, 0117 204

7830, canopyandstars.co.uk.

BROCKLOCHTREEHOUSE
CASTLE DOUGLAS,
DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY 

LOST MEADOW

TREEPOD
BODMIN, CORNWALL

We love it because… It’s

spherical and sustainable.

Suspended from cables 3m

above the ground, it also has a

ceiling window for stargazing.

What’s the accommodation like?

Scale the sturdy staircase to

reach this room in the trees,

clad in cedar shingle on the

exterior. Inspired by early

zeppelin engineering, the

lightweight structure has

minimal impact on the trees.

There’s a wood-burner, kitchen

hut with fire circle below the

tent, a ground-level hammock,

plus a riverside ‘living room’

in a suntrap close by.

How much? From £95 a night.

Minimum two-night stay.

Sleeps two.

Lost Meadow, 0117 204 7830,

canopyandstars.co.uk.

PEN Y BRYN
MACHYNLLETH, POWYS

We love it because… Set in a

woodland site overlooking the

Snowdonia Mountains, the

latest addition to the Pen Y

Bryn Living-Room treehouse

collection provides a perfect

base for exploring the

Cambrian Mountains.

What’s the accommodation like?

Six ancient oak trees cocoon

this quirky treehouse high

among the trees. The tranquil

location is ideal for an uber-

chic stay. Designed with

comfort in mind, the cosy

treehouse is fitted with a

wood-burning stove, hot

shower and compost loo.

It’s located among a series

of five treehouses, built on

a 200-acre woodland site.

How much? From £379 for

two nights. Sleeps up to five

(two adults, three children).

Pen Y Bryn, Living Room,

0117 204 7830,

canopyandstars.co.uk.

Treetop hideaways
Get a weekend high at one of these cool timber 

retreats in woods and forests...
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48 FREE* English
lavenders worth 

£39.96
*Just pay £5.65 postage Lavender makes an

excellent low hedge or edging plant. The

nectar-rich blooms attract bees and the fragrant

stems are ideal for cutting or drying. Drought-

tolerant, the plant thrives in sunny borders or

containers. Your collection will contain 24 plug 

plants of the following varieties:

Lavender ‘Munstead’ A dwarf, compact

variety with mounds of fragrant, grey-green

evergreen foliage bearing deep-lavender

flower spikes in summer. H45cm, spread 60cm.

Lavender ‘Hidcote’ An evergreen, aromatic

semi-shrub with narrow, silver-grey leaves and

leafless stems topped with purple-blue tubular

flowers during summer. H60cm, spread 30cm.

**Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone provider’s

access charge. Offer subject to availability and available

to readers with a UK address only. All orders by post will

be acknowledged by letter or email. Orders despatched

from August onwards. If you’re not completely satisfied,

please return goods within 7 days with a covering letter

for a replacement or a refund (including initial postage).

Please note, in the case of goods going missing in the

post when returned, we regret that no refund can be

guaranteed unless proof of postage is supplied.

Please note your contract for supply of goods is with

Thompson & Morgan, a company wholly independent of

Country Homes & Interiors, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd.

Country Homes & Interiors will collect your personal

information to process your order and alert you of news,

new products, services and offers available from Country

Homes & Interiors and from Time Inc. (UK) Ltd by email,

phone and post. You can unsubscribe from emails

by clicking unsubscribe from within the email.

The closing date for this offer is 1 September 2015.

Buddleia ‘Buzz Velvet’
Butterflies love this aromatic

plant, perfect for large patio

pots and small gardens.

Height and spread 120cm.

Supplied as jumbo plug

plants. Buy 1 for £8.99; or

buy 2 for £11.98 or 4 for

£17.98, saving half price.

Star Jasmine This fragrant

climber bears masses of star-

shaped flowers on twining

woody stems, its glossy

evergreen foliage forming a

dramatic backdrop. H9m,

spread 3m. Supplied as

potted plants. Buy 1for £13.99

or 2 for £18.99, saving £9.

Lavatera ‘Barnsley Baby’
A dwarf version of a cottage

garden classic. Its pale pink

saucer-shaped blooms

attract bees and butterflies.

H75cm, spread 60cm.

Supplied as plug plants. Buy

1 plus 1 FREE for £9.98, or

2 plus 2 FREE for £15.98.

OR try these
summer plants

Free lavender collection offer

I enclose a cheque (made payable to Country Homes & Interiors Offers) for £

Or please debit my Mastercard Visa Maestro 

Card expiry date /  Valid from /

Card number

Maestro only     Maestro issue number     Security code  

Signature  Date

Name (Mrs/Miss/Ms/Mr/Title)

Address (BLOCK CAPITALS)

Postcode Email

Daytime telephone no

Please send me the following:

Country Homes & Interiors, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd will collect your personal information to process your

order and alert you of news, new products, services and offers available from Country Homes & Interiors and from

Time Inc. (UK) Ltd. You can unsubscribe from emails by clicking unsubscribe from within the email, and from SMS

by following the instructions in the SMS. Please tick here  if you prefer not to be contacted by phone or post. 

& INTERIORS

HOW TO ORDER By phone Call 0844 573 1686** and quote XCH496.

Online Visit www.thompson-morgan.com/XCH496.

By post Complete coupon using BLOCK CAPITALS. Payment may be made by cheque (name,

address and XCH496 on the back), made payable to Country Homes & Interiors Offers.

TCB42168

TCB44937

TCB44938A

TCK10264

TCK10265

TCB62010

TCB62011

TCB44635

£8.99

£11.98

£17.98

£13.99

£18.99

£9.98

£15.98

FREE

Total

Price  Quantity Subtotal

Buddleia ‘Buzz Velvet’ 1 x jumbo plug plant

Buddleia ‘Buzz Velvet’ 2 x jumbo plug plants

Buddleia ‘Buzz Velvet’ 4 x jumbo plug plants

Star Jasmine 1 x 9cm potted plant

Star Jasmine 2 x 9cm potted plants

Lavatera ‘Barnsley Baby’ 1 plug plant + 1 FREE

Lavatera ‘Barnsley Baby’ 2 plug plants + 2 FREE

FREE English Lavender Collection x 48

(Worth £39.96) (One application per order)

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

Postage

£5.65

 

Lavender
‘Munstead’.



offers

Additional entrance costs may apply. Prices are per person, based on two sharing and subject to finite availability. *Supplements apply for certain

regional stations connecting with Eurostar. Images used in conjunction with Riviera Travel. Offer operated by and subject to the booking conditions

of Riviera Travel Ltd. ABTA V4744, ATOL 3430, a company wholly independent of Country Homes & Interiors, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd. 

FOR A BROCHURE, CALL 01283 523454, OR BOOK ONLINE AT COHRIVIERA.CO.UK

4 days
from £259
per person

Paris by Eurostar
Enjoy an escorted city break to Paris – Europe’s most 

romantic capital.

Selected departures up to
November 2015 and

March to November 2016.
The price includes:

•Eurostar and return rail from

most mainline stations*, taxes

and transfers.•Three nights

in a 3- or 4-star hotel with

breakfast.•Tours of Paris by

day and by night, including the

artists’ quarter, Montmartre.

Plus a visit to Versailles with its

beautiful chateau.•Escorted by

an experienced tour manager.

Bruges by Eurostar
Unwind with a relaxing few days on our escorted tour to
Bruges, with its picturesque canals and medieval charm.

Selected departures up to
November 2015 and

March to November 2016.
The price includes:

•Eurostar and return rail from

most mainline stations*, taxes

and transfers.•Three nights in

a 3- or 4-star hotel in the old

town.•Guided walking tour of

Bruges. Visits to a traditional

chocolatier, and to historic city

of Ypres and the First World

War battlefield.•Escorted by

an experienced tour manager.

Country Homes & Interiors, in association with
Virgin Wines, is offering readers a selection of 12 delicious 

boutique wines, direct from small family-owned
vineyards across the world.

•The case includes some of the very best wines that we have

to offer, with silky-smooth, decade-aged Spanish Rioja;

delightfully crisp Australian Sauvignon Blanc; and a juicy and

refreshing Gold-medal-winning rosé from Languedoc.

•Plus, to bring added sparkle to your summer parties, we’re

including a lovely bottle of bubbly, Prosecco, and two

Dartington Crystal Champagne flutes FREE (normally £25.99).

Light, elegant and refreshing, this sparkling wine is the perfect

way to celebrate any day of the week.

•This case normally sells for more than £120, with wines worth

up to £12.99 a bottle, but it is exclusively yours for just £59.88 

(plus p&p), making the unit price just £4.99 a bottle.

UK Delivery only. You must be 18 years of age or over to buy alcohol. Offer subject to availability and limited to one promotional case per customer. P&P £7.99

at checkout. New customers only. Not to be combined with any other promotional discount or offer. Calls may be monitored or recorded. There is no obligation

to buy any more wine. For full terms and conditions visit virginwines.co.uk. Country Homes & Interiors wine is provided by, and your resulting contract will  

be with, Virgin Wines whose conditions apply, a company wholly independent of Country Homes & Interiors, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd.

TO ORDER, VISIT VIRGINWINES.CO.UK/COUNTRYHOMES  
OR CALL 0843 224 1001 AND QUOTE VA1032

4 days
from £249
per person

Buy 12 bottles for £59.88 plus p&p, and save 50%…

Plus
FREE Fizz
& Flutes!



It’s a time of plenty! Take the
crops of the season and gather
together on a golden day for
a lunchtime of rich pleasures

Celebrate the harvest

Serve Apple Fizz in
jam jars. See page
121 for recipe.

THE COMFORT OF

country cooking
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Homemade crispbreads with
goat’s cheese and basil dip

Head to the herb garden for the simplest of dips.

Homemade crispbreads with 
goat’s cheese and basil dip
SERVES 6

For the crispbreads
150g wholemeal flour

75g porridge oats

25g each sunflower seeds and pumpkin seeds

1 tbsp each sesame seeds and nigella seeds

For the dip
12g basil leaves, torn

100ml crème fraîche

150g Greek yogurt

½ tsp freshly grated black pepper

1 small garlic clove, crushed

150g goat’s cheese, cut into 2cm cubes

1 Preheat the oven to 170°C/Fan 150°C/Gas 3.

Line a baking sheet with parchment. Put the flour,

oats, sunflower and pumpkin seeds in a bowl. Add

salt and stir. Add 125ml cold water and mix with

a round-bladed knife. Form to a firm dough,

adding a bit more water if lots of crumbs remain.

2 Shape the dough into a square and roll out to

25x15cm. Sprinkle with the sesame and nigella

seeds and roll again until the seeds are pressed

in the dough and it measures 35x20cm. Transfer

to the parchment. Trim any ragged edges and

cut dough lengthways, then widthways to make

12 rectangles. (Don’t separate.) Bake for 25

minutes until lightly golden. Cool on a wire rack.

3 Mix dip ingredients in a bowl, adding sea salt if

needed. Transfer to a serving bowl and serve with

the crispbreads (if they soften during storage,

re-crisp in a moderate oven for about 5 minutes). 

Good times, good food



Baked ricotta with spinach
A brilliant way to use a glut of the green stuff, this is a

satisfying seasonal starter topped with nutty breadcrumbs. »
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Honey and wine glazed pork skewers
SERVES 6

6 tbsp dry white wine

2 tbsp clear honey

1 tbsp thyme, finely chopped

2 tsp fennel seeds, crushed

4 whole star anise

2 garlic cloves, crushed

Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

1.5kg skinned and boned pork shoulder, in one piece

Plenty of thyme sprigs, to serve

1 Combine the wine, honey, thyme, fennel seeds, star

anise, garlic and plenty of black pepper in a shallow

dish into which the pork will fit quite snugly.

2 Add the pork to the dish and turn in the marinade.

Cover loosely with cling film and chill for several

hours or overnight, turning once or twice.

3 Preheat the oven to 220°C/Fan 200°C/Gas 7. Lift

out the meat from the marinade and into a roasting

tin. Roast for 30 minutes. Reduce the oven

temperature to 150°C/Fan 130°C/Gas 2 and roast

for a further 2½-3 hours until the meat is very

tender. Leave to cool (see Cook’s tip, below).

4 Cut the pork into small cubes and thread onto

metal or wooden skewers. Season with salt. Cook

on a preheated griddle, grill or barbecue until crisped

and very lightly charred. Scatter with the sprigs of

thyme and serve with the Harvest Salad.

Cook’s tip To save time, you can marinate and slow-

cook the pork a day ahead and chill overnight. Make

sure when you grill, griddle or barbecue the meat

that it’s piping hot right through when you serve. »

Baked ricotta with spinach
SERVES 6

200g spinach leaves, tough stalks removed

Plenty of freshly grated nutmeg

250g ricotta cheese

1 medium free-range egg

2 free-range egg yolks

300ml single cream

100ml milk

75g freshly grated Parmesan cheese

Salt and freshly ground black pepper  

15g butter

1 small red onion, roughly chopped

½ slice crusty bread, cubed

Small handful of pecan or walnuts, roughly chopped

1 Preheat the oven to 170°C/Fan 150°C/Gas 3. Put

the spinach leaves in a heatproof bowl, cover with

boiling water and leave to stand for 30 seconds.

Drain thoroughly in a colander and divide among

6 individual shallow ovenproof dishes. Sprinkle with

nutmeg and place the dishes on a large baking sheet.

2 Beat the ricotta in a bowl with the whole egg,

egg yolks, cream, milk, Parmesan and a little salt

and pepper. Spoon into the dishes, re-arranging the

spinach, if necessary, so it’s evenly spread through

the sauce. Bake for 20 minutes or until lightly set

around the edges but still very soft in the centres.

3 While the dish is in the oven, melt the butter

in a small frying pan and gently fry the onion

for 2 minutes. Add the bread and nuts, and fry for

1 minute more or until the mixture is beginning

to brown. Scatter over each baked dish to serve.

Good times, good food
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Honey and wine glazed pork skewers
Marinated in a sweet and spicy sauce, then slow-roasted, 

this main dish simply melts in the mouth.
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Harvest salad with walnut dressing
A colourful combination of leaves and roots makes 

the perfect side.

Good times, good food
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Harvest salad with walnut dressing
SERVES 6

200g baby carrots, scrubbed and halved lengthways

1 tbsp olive oil

1 small fennel bulb, halved and thinly sliced

Leaves of several rosemary sprigs

¼ red cabbage, finely shredded

150g young spinach leaves

100g radishes, thinly sliced

For the dressing
4 tbsp olive oil

4 tbsp walnut or hazelnut oil

2-3 tbsp cider vinegar (enough to give a tangy flavour)

2 tsp maple syrup

To serve
50g pistachio nuts, roughly chopped if liked

Edible flowers such as courgette, squash or nasturtiums 

1 Preheat the oven to 200°C/Fan 180°C/Gas 6. Put

the carrots in a small roasting tin with a little pepper

and drizzle with the oil. Stir to mix and cook for 15

minutes. Add the fennel and rosemary leaves to the

pan, turning to combine with the carrots and cook

for 10 minutes more until softened. Leave to cool.

Apple fizz
SERVES 6

1½ tbsp lemon or lime juice

½ tsp vanilla extract

1½ tbsp light muscovado sugar

400ml fresh apple juice

1 small red apple, cored and sliced as thinly as possible

Ice cubes

1 bottle sparkling wine, chilled

Mix the lemon or lime juice, vanilla extract, sugar

and apple juice in a jug. Pour into 6 glasses and

add a few apple slices to each. To serve, add ice

cubes and top up the glasses with sparkling wine.

Cook’s tip For a truly rustic flavour, try to source the

apples and apple juice from your nearest orchard. »

2 For the dressing, mix together all the ingredients

and season with plenty of salt and pepper.

3 Combine the cooked carrots and fennel with the

cabbage, spinach and radishes in a large salad bowl.

4 Just before serving, add the dressing and stir well

to mix. Sprinkle with the pistachio nuts and serve

garnished with the edible flowers. 

Apple fizz
The ideal country tipple to

accompany crispbreads and dip.

Good times, good food
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Buttermilk and ginger cake with baked fruits
A showstopping bundt topped with apricots, 

peaches and raspberries.

Good times, good food
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Orange and almond puff tarts
These golden tarts taste divine and will fly off the plate. »
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Buttermilk and ginger cake 
with baked fruits
SERVES 8-10

100g slightly salted butter, softened, plus extra for

greasing

175g light muscovado sugar

2 pieces of stem ginger from a jar, finely chopped,

plus 3 tbsp ginger syrup

½ tsp ground cinnamon

2 medium free-range eggs

175ml buttermilk

200g self-raising flour, plus extra for dusting

1 tsp baking powder

For the baked fruits
6 apricots, halved and stoned

2 peaches or nectarines, stoned and cut into wedges

100g raspberries

Small handful of mint leaves

4 tbsp light muscovado sugar

2 tsp lemon juice

Dusting of icing sugar to serve

1 Preheat the oven to 170°C/Fan150°C/Gas 3. Grease

a 1.2L ring tin and dust with flour. Beat the butter,

sugar, ginger and cinnamon for about 5 minutes. Beat

in the eggs one at a time. Stir in the buttermilk. Sift

the flour and baking powder into the bowl and fold in.

2 Turn into the tin and level. Bake for 35 minutes or

until firm. Loosen and turn out onto a rack to cool.

3 Turn up the oven to 220°C/Fan 200°C/Gas 6. Line

a baking tray with parchment, arrange the stone

fruits in a single layer and brush with a little ginger

syrup. Bake for 15 minutes. Tip into a bowl with the

cooking juices. Cool, then stir in the berries and mint.

4 Heat the sugar with 2 tbsp water until the sugar

dissolves. Boil for 2 minutes to thicken slightly. Stir

in the lemon juice and remaining ginger syrup. Cool.

5 Pour the syrup mix over the fruits, transfer the

cake to a plate and pile the fruits in the centre. 

Orange and almond puff tarts
MAKES 12

For the pastry
150g plain flour, plus extra for dusting

100g slightly salted butter, chilled and diced

1½ tsp lemon juice

For the filling
90g ground almonds

40g caster sugar

25g icing sugar, plus extra for dusting

Finely grated zest of 1 lemon

½ tsp almond extract

1 medium free-range egg, separated

4 tbsp orange curd

1 Put the flour in a bowl with the butter, stirring to

coat. Add the juice and 75ml cold water and stir with

a blunt knife, until the dough is soft. Add a drop more

water if a lot of flour crumbs remain in the bowl.

2 Turn out onto a floured surface and roll out to

40x12cm. Fold the bottom third of the pastry up and

the top third down, leaving a square of three layers.

Press edges down with the side of your hand to seal.

Give the pastry a quarter turn, then roll, fold and

turn 3 more times. Wrap and chill for 30 minutes.

3 Preheat the oven to 200°C/Fan 180°C/Gas 6. Put

the almonds, sugars, zest and almond extract in a

bowl. Lightly beat the egg white. Add about 4 tsp of

egg white to the almond mixture to form a firm paste.

4 Roll the pastry on a lightly floured surface to 3mm

thick and cut 8cm rounds with a fluted pastry cutter.

Press the rounds into the sections of a 12-hole bun

tin, re-rolling the trimmings to fill all 12.

5 Roll the almond paste on a surface dusted with icing

sugar and cut out 6cm rounds. Press these into the

pastry cases, re-rolling the trimmings to make enough.

6 Put a scant tsp of orange curd in each pastry centre.

Brush the top edges of the pastry with egg yolk, beaten

lightly. Bake about 15-18 minutes until the pastries

are pale golden. Leave for 10 minutes, then transfer

to a wire rack to cool. Dust with icing sugar to serve.

NEXT MONTH THE BEAUTY OF PEARS

Download your
digital edition

today: visit
housetohome.co.uk/

digital-editions
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Good times, good food
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My country business

a seed of an idea
into the shop of our dreams

‘‘‘‘ Our business has evolved from

C
loset & Botts first opened its doors in

February 2014 in the beautiful high

street of Lewes, East Sussex, famous

for its extensive array of antiques centres,

independent shops and creative people.

Standing proudly in a row of upscale shops,

the new lifestyle store is a partnership

between former school friends Chloe Shearing

and Harriet Maxwell, and sells a fabulous

combination of new and antique homewares,

furniture and clothing.

Having their own shop was an idea Chloe

and Harriet had aspired to since school days.

‘While at university we spent two weeks

travelling together around France and Italy

and chanced upon lots of amazing markets in

those countries,’ says Harriet.

‘We realised that we both shared an intense

passion for antiques and that was when the

seed was sewn for starting a business together.

Closet & Botts became our nicknames while

travelling, and it stuck, and we have traded 

as that ever since the business began. We like

the name because it’s not too serious or girly.’

Post university, Chloe and Harriet wanted

to gain commercial experience. Harriet worked

as a display co-ordinator and merchandiser

for Anthropologie in London, sourcing props

regularly from national antiques fairs. Chloe,

meanwhile, managed the Real Patisserie in

Brighton, where she not only learned how

to run a shop but her talents in fine art and

textiles (the subjects she studied for her

degree) helped to create enviable displays.

‘We visited France again on holiday and

toured all the famous flea markets in Paris

as well as going to the exquisite fashion and 

design store, Merci,’ says Chloe. ‘We were

inspired and it reignited in us a desire for

starting our own retail business.

‘Returning from France,’ she continues, ‘we

went for it. We left our jobs on 1 June 2012,

bought our van – The Pearly Queen – and

began sourcing in France and Belgium. We » 
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Chloe (left) and Harriet are
proud of their shop counter,

a clever find at Ardingly
Antiques Fair. Everything at

Closet & Botts, from displays
to packaging (opposite), has

a traditional merchant feel.



didn’t really know what we were doing but felt

it was important to learn our trade.’

‘We sold our wares at car boot s

then at larger national antiques f

Harriet, who takes up the story. ‘Fo

we built up a good customer base

marketing ourselves on social me

had no direct antiques knowledge but trusted

our instincts for colour, shape and design.

Getting up in the middle of the night to travel

to fairs, battling the snow, buying in the dark

and then setting up our own stand to sell, often

in freezing conditions, was both grounding

and a vital part of our own development.’

‘We started the business with £300 each for

stock and it has grown from there,’ Chloe adds.

‘I lived at home with my parents for the first

two years and Harriet stayed in London with

her boyfriend, working part-time. We didn’t

take any cash from the business, just ploughed

it all back in. Starting with small items, we

could gradually afford to buy larger furniture.’

In December 2013, a friend of Harriet’s mum

noticed that the old pharmacy in Lewes was

available to rent and Harriet and Chloe went

to view it. ‘The shop had everything we could

have hoped for: lots of passing trade, beautiful

double-fronted windows with stained glass 

along the tops – ideal for display – old wooden

floorboards throughout, original fireplaces and,

at the back, gorgeous French doors leading

to a pretty walled garden,’ says Harriet.

‘We scraped together enough money for the

lease and opened three weeks later! We have

never worked so hard, preparing the shop and

sourcing more stock,’ says Chloe. ‘By the next

September we were ready and stocked for our

first Christmas, which proved a great success.’

Despite not intending to open a shop when

they did, the serendipitous find felt right. Chloe

commutes across from nearby Brighton and

Harriet, having commuted from London since

opening, is now expecting a baby and moving

to Lewes with her partner. ‘We have a strong

local support network of family and friends,

which has really helped us,’ says Harriet.

Both Chloe and Harriet have an eye for

detail, resulting in an artfully chic shopping

experience that exudes old-fashioned merchant

style but with contemporary charm. The

striking counter, originally from a French

shop, that greets you as you walk in provides

a clear nod to the past, but as you wander

through the store, with its seamless mix of

antique, new and handmade, the aesthetic is

lighter and more airy. ‘We wanted to create a

visually interesting space and our products are

presented in settings that you can imagine in

your own home,’ says Harriet. ‘Displays are

changed weekly to inspire fresh ideas.’

The effervescent duo has also just launched

a new online shop. ‘This is the next stage

for us and we are keen to take our wares to

a larger audience,’ explains Chloe. ‘We have a

huge sense of pride, knowing that we started

from very humble beginnings and are now

able to curate our own space with pieces we

love in the way that we want. Our family and

customers have been amazing in their support

and we are very grateful to them.’

� Closet & Botts, 196 High Street, Lewes,

East Sussex BN7 2NS, 01273 945398,

closetandbotts.com. »
A happy customer will be back. The wall panels are old pallets

that Harriet and Chloe sanded and stained to look antique.

What we love most…
Experiencing the journey

f an item we have sourced,

merchandised, sold and

then viewed in a customer’s

home is so rewarding

 ‘‘
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My country business

Looking through the
shop from front to back,

where light streams
through the courtyard

window. Eclectic wares
are enticingly displayed. 

European
antiques are

cleverly curated
with newer finds;

gardenalia
(above) in the

courtyard.

Displays change
every week. Chloe
adds fresh flowers
to a new one.
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On our doorstep…
Visit… ‘Charleston (01323 811626,

charleston.org.uk). The country home of
leading members of the Bloomsbury

Group, it’s inspirational for us both. The
colourful style in the house and garden
chimes with the Closet & Botts aesthetic.’

Shop at… ‘Freight (07470 023281,
freightstore.co.uk), a beautiful new

household goods shop on Lewes High
Street, which is a mother/daughter
partnership, creating and sourcing

simple, honest and functional products.’

Go for a meal at… ‘The
Needlemakers Café (01273 486258,

needlemakers.co.uk), an historic
landmark in the heart of Lewes. The

gorgeous café, run by Roman and Sarah,
has a great old-fashioned feel with bare

brick walls, and the food is lovely.’

Loved by visitors for
its antiques shops and

cafés, Lewes is perfect for
a sunny Sunday stroll.
Although Harriet and

Chloe usually source in
Europe and at large

national fairs, they also
support local dealers at

Lewes Flea Market .



My country business
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How to find perfect shop premises
What to look out for when choosing a suitable retail store site

The Closet & Botts shop was a great find
for Chloe and Harriet and ticked many boxes
for them. Premises can often be hard to find,
so do your research and follow your head, not
your heart when making the big decisions…
• Work out your business needs for
your premises in terms of size, location
and budget. Schedule enough time for
finding premises and preparing them ready
for launch, as it can take longer than you think.
• Be realistic about how much space
you will need.
• Check what you are allowed to alter.
Will you encounter planning laws?
• Remember, location is everything.
The high street attracts valuable passing
trade but it also affects how much you pay,
so you might need to realign expectations
dependent on budget. For Closet & Botts,
Lewes rents were an affordable entry point.
• Take into account parking and
customer access. These are key factors
if loading or unloading is necessary.
• Consider retail outlets nearby.
How will they affect your brand image?
• Don’t be fooled by the cheapest
option. If the premises are in a bad
location, it could be a false economy.
• Know the top price you can
afford and also allow for other 

financial aspects in your budget – rent,
rates, business rates, utility bills, staff costs,
marketing, and telephone and internet charges.
• Try to negotiate a monthly rental to
help with cash flow. A lease or a licence
are the two main types of legal agreement
between a property owner and the occupier.
• Licence agreements are more flexible
than leases, as they don’t tie you into long
contracts, are quicker to sort out and normally
incur few or no legal fees. They don’t give you
the same accommodation rights, however,
and a landlord could give you notice on the
same short-term basis that you could give
notice to the landlord.
• Leases require a longer commitment
but offer agreed rents and more security
of tenure, allowing a chance to renew your
lease at the end of its term. Beeton Edwards,
specialist property lawyer (beetonedwards.
co.uk), advises that if you receive a lease
agreement and your agent had previously
prepared Heads of Terms with points agreed, 

The one lesson we’ve learned…
Know your trade before you open a shop.

The experience we’ve gained at markets for sourcing,

pricing and selling has been invaluable“

‘‘

NEXT MONTH NATHALIE BOND ORGANICS

these are not contractually binding.
• Focus initially on the property being
let, known as the demise or demised premises.
It could be a written description or a lease plan.
• If the term is over seven years, the
plan has to be Land Registry compliant,
having a north point and drawn to a scale the
Land Registry recognises (1:200 or 1:500).
• Check break clause options have no
conditions attached, or the landlord can thwart
the tenant’s ability to terminate the lease early.
• Check rent and rent review provisions
in schedules at the back of the lease. These
are often technical, so seek a surveyor’s advice.
• The term is found after the parties and
definitions clause, where the landlord
grants, and the tenant takes, the lease.
• The tenant’s covenant comes next,
covering repair obligations and the tenant’s
ability to assign or underlet the lease, plus
alterations and signage terms.
• The first schedule is a description of the
premises followed by the rights granted to the

tenant and to the landlord.
• Do seek legal advice before
you sign a lease.

For further information,
go to: businesslink.gov.uk,
business-scene.com, bytestart.co.uk,
startupdonut.co.uk, startups.co.uk.

Stained glass in the shopfront
recalling the shop’s days as a
country pharmacy hints at the
colourful treasures within. 

Chloe’s dining room makes
a cosy meeting space for

discussing product details
for the new online shop.
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YOU’LL FIND ALL THE COMPANIES IN THIS MONTH’S ISSUE HERE

Shopping directory

AA ALICIA aalicia.bigcartel.com

ALL THINGS
BRIGHTON BEAUTIFUL
allthingsbrightonbeautiful.co.uk

AMARA 0800 587 7645

amara.com

AMAZON amazon.co.uk

AN ANGEL AT MY TABLE
0845 200 0723

anangelatmytable.com

AND SO TO BED 0808 144 4343 

andsotobed.co.uk

ANJO 07769 647333

anjohome.co.uk

ANNABEL JAMES 0845 548 0210

annabeljames.co.uk

ANTHROPOLOGIE 00 800 0026

8476 anthropologie.eu

ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS’
ASSOCIATION 020 7421 4681

aba.org.uk

ARBORETA 0800 288 8333

arboreta-oak.com

ARLO & JACOB 0333 006 2830

arloandjacob.com

ART.CO.UK 020 8435 6556

art.co.uk

ARTICHOKE 01934 745270

artichoke-ltd.com

AUTENTICO 01233 878303

autentico-chalk-paint.co.uk

AVONSIDE FLOWERS
avonsideflowers.com

BBAGNODESIGN 01924 233977

bagnodesign.co.uk

BAILEYS 01989 561931

baileyshome.com

BARNARD INTERIORS 07789 680818

BATH EMPIRE 02476 389052

bathempire.com

BAUMATIC 01189 311110

baumatic.co.uk

BEDECK 0845 603 0861

bedeckhome.com

BELLING 0344 815 3746

belling.co.uk

BEMZ 0800 048 8404

bemz.com

BERNARD DRU OAK FLOORING
01643 841312 oakfloor.co.uk

BERRY RED 0845 450 3937

berryred.co.uk

BIJU HOME 01903 740134

biju.co.uk

BLACK BOUGH 01584 877948

blackbough.co.uk

BORDER OAK 01568 708752

borderoak.com

BRADSHAW APPLIANCES
01275 343000 bradshaw.co.uk

BRINTONS 0800 505055

brintons.co.uk

BUMP 020 7249 7000 bumpstuff.com

BURGON & BALL 0114 233 8262

burgonandball.com

CCABBAGES & ROSES
020 7352 7333

cabbagesandroses.com 

CAKE ANGEL SUSSEX
07771 332173 cakeangelsussex.com

CAMBRICA INTERIORS  

01722 331099

cambricainteriors.co.uk

CAMENGO 0844 369 0104

camengo.com

CAROLINE McGRATH 01572 747156

carolinemcgrath.co.uk

CATCHPOLE & RYE 01233 840840

catchpoleandrye.com

CATH KIDSTON 0845 026 2440

cathkidston.com

CHRISTY 0845 758 5252

christy-towels.com

CLARE TOPHAM & CO INTERIOR
DESIGN 01273 206402

claretopham.com

CLARKE & CLARKE 01706 242010

clarke-clarke.com

COLOGNE & COTTON
0845 262 2212 cologneandcotton.com

COX & COX 0844 858 0744

coxandcox.co.uk

CRABTREE & EVELYN
0800 111 4406 crabtree-evelyn.co.uk

CROCUS 01344 578000 crocus.co.uk

CRUCIAL TRADING 01562 743747

crucial-trading.com

DD BYFORD & SONS 01206

210241 byfords.co.uk

DFS 0800 110 5000 dfs.co.uk

DASSIE 01290 211147 dassie.co.uk

DAVID MELLOR 01433 650220

davidmellordesign.com

DAVID SALISBURY 01278 764444 

davidsalisbury.com

DÉCOR 01423 503285

decorharrogate.co.uk

DECORATIVE COUNTRY LIVING
01400 273632

decorativecountryliving.com

DEE PUDDY HOME & VINTAGE
01794 323020 deepuddy.co.uk

DEVOL 01509 261000

devolkitchens.co.uk

DIBOR 0800 408 0660 dibor.co.uk

DIVERTIMENTI 0330 333 0351 

divertimenti.co.uk

DOTCOMGIFTSHOP 020 8746 2473

dotcomgiftshop.com

DRUMMONDS 01483 237202

drummonds-uk.com

EEARTHBORN 01928 734171 

earthbornpaints.co.uk

EMILY BOND 01173 763067

emilybond.co.uk

EMMA BRIDGEWATER
0844 243 9266

emmabridgewater.co.uk

FFABLE 01926 257576

fableinteriors.com

FARROW & BALL 01202 876141

farrow-ball.com

FEATHER & BLACK 01243 380600

featherandblack.com

FIONA WILLIS ARTWORK
07817 155805 fionawillis.com

FIRED EARTH 0845 366 0400

firedearth.com

FLOCK 07756 594091 flock.org.uk

FLOORS OF STONE 01509 234000

floorsofstone.com

FOLKLORE 020 7354 9333

shopfolklore.com

FOXHOLES FARM 01992 552900

foxholesfarm.com

FRANCES BROWN HOME
01562 229987

francesbrownhome.co.uk

FRED ALDOUS 0161 236 4224 

fredaldous.co.uk

FRENCH CONNECTION
0333 400 3285 frenchconnection.com

FRITZ FRYER 01989 567416

fritzfryer.co.uk

FROLIC & CHEER
frolicandcheer.com

GGARDEN TRADING 

0845 608 4448

gardentrading.co.uk

GIAMBRONE’S 01992 503777

giambrones.co.uk

GINGER RAY 0845 680 2975 

gingerray.com

GISELA GRAHAM 020 7708 4956 

giselagraham.co.uk

GRACE & FAVOUR HOME
07739 309933

graceandfavourhome.com

HH&M 0344 736 9000 hm.com/gb

HABITAT 0344 499 1111

habitat.co.uk

HÄFELE 0800 171 2909 hafele.co.uk

HARPER COLLINS 020 8741 7070

HARVEY JONES KITCHENS
0800 389 6938 harveyjones.com

HEART OF HOUSE 0345 640 2020

heartofhouse.co.uk

HEN & HAMMOCK 01844 217060

henandhammock.co.uk

HILLARYS 0800 916 6524

hillarys.co.uk

HOBBYCRAFT 0330 026 1400

hobbycraft.co.uk

HOME BARN 01628 474011

homebarnshop.co.uk

HOMEBASE 0345 077 8888

homebase.co.uk

HONEY TREE PUBLISHING
01749 899333

honeytreepublishing.com

HOOVER 03444 995599

hoover.co.uk

HOUSE ENVY 01446 795594

house-envy.co.uk

HOUSE OF FRASER 0345 602 1073

houseoffraser.co.uk

HOUSEOLOGY 0330 363 0330

houseology.com

HUMPHREY MUNSON
01727 519444 humphreymunson.co.uk

HUS & HEM 01531 631044

husandhem.co.uk

IIAN HARFIELD 01460 239442

IAN MANKIN 020 7722 0997

ianmankin.co.uk

IKEA 020 3645 0000 ikea.co.uk

INES COLE 020 3394 0060

inescole.co.uk

INTERFLORA 0333 003 3577

interflora.co.uk

INTERNET GIFT STORE
020 8756 7930 internetgiftstore.com

JJANE MEANS 01522 522544

janemeans.com

JIM LAWRENCE 01473 826685

jim-lawrence.co.uk

JOANNA WOOD 020 7730 5064

joannawood.co.uk

JOHN LEWIS 0345 604 9049

johnlewis.com

JOHN LEWIS OF HUNGERFORD
0700 278 4726 john-lewis.co.uk

JOULES 0845 250 7170 joules.com

JULIET REEVES DESIGNS
023 8044 0719 ceramic-gifts.com

KKATE SLATER 07946 811344

kateslaterillustration.com

KILNER 0151 486 1888
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kilnerjar.co.uk

KITCHENAID 0800 988 1266

kitchenaid.co.uk

KITCHENEX LIMITED 0845 548

3130 faberhoods.co.uk

KOHLER 0844 571 0048

kohler.co.uk

KREISDESIGN 020 7837 0820

kreisdesign.com

LLABOUR AND WAIT 020 7729

6253 labourandwait.co.uk

LACANCHE 01202 733011

lacanche.co.uk

LA CORNUE 0870 789 5107

lacornue.com

LAKELAND 01539 488100

lakeland.co.uk

LAURA ASHLEY 0333 200 8009

lauraashley.com

LEWIS ALDERSON 0845 474 0854

lewisalderson.com

LIBERTY 020 7734 1234 liberty.co.uk

LINEN ME 020 8133 3853

linenme.com

LITTLE GREENE 0845 880 5855

littlegreene.com

LITTLEWOODS 0844 822 8000

littlewoods.com

LLEWELYN & COMPANY
01497 821880

llewelynandcompany.com

LOAF 0845 468 0698 loaf.com

LOUISE BODY 07889 465552

louisebody.com

MMANDARIN STONE  

01600 715444

mandarinstone.com

MANUEL CANOVAS 020 7318 6000

manuelcanovas.com

MARKS & SPENCER 0333 014 8000

marksandspencer.com

MARK WILKINSON FURNITURE
01380 850007 mwf.com

MELODY MAISON 01302 711116

melodymaison.co.uk

MIDDLETON BESPOKE
01403 289205

middleton-bespoke.co.uk

MURPHY McCALL
murphymccall.com

NNEPTUNE 01793 427450

neptune.com

NEVILLE JOHNSON 0161 873 8333

nevillejohnson.co.uk

NEXT 0333 777 8000 next.co.uk

NKUKU 01803 866847 nkuku.com

NORDIC HOUSE 01872 223220

nordichouse.co.uk

NORPAR BARNS 01277 374968

norpar.co.uk

NOT ON THE HIGH STREET  
0345 259 1359

notonthehighstreet.com

OOLIVE & THE FOX 01892

614197 oliveandthefox.co.uk

OLIVER BONAS 020 8974 0110 

oliverbonas.com

OUT THERE INTERIORS
020 8099 7443

outthereinteriors.com

PPAPA THEO 01892 871267

papatheo.co.uk

PAPER MOON 020 7458 4548

papermoon.co.uk

PAPERCHASE 020 7467 6200

paperchase.co.uk

PAPERMASH 07970 945477

papermash.co.uk

PEACH BLOSSOM 01273 772531

peachblossom.co.uk

PIP STUDIO pipstudio.com

POOKY 020 7351 3003 pooky.com

POSH GRAFFITI 01949 850245

poshgraffiti.com

POSH TOTTY DESIGNS 01273

757276 poshtottydesigns.com

POTS OF PAINT 01544 388535

potsofpaint.com

PRETTY MAISON 01353 665141

prettymaison.co.uk

PRIME OAK 01384 296611

primeoak.co.uk

PULLEYMAID 01743 249039

pulleymaid.com

QQUIIRK 0845 643 0964 

quiirk.co.uk

RRFR INTERIORS 020 7349 1770

rfrproperty.com

RANGEMASTER 0800 804 6261

rangemaster.co.uk

RICHARD HATHAWAY LIGHTING
01225 758335

richardhathawaylighting.co.uk

RIGBY & MAC 020 8761 1011

rigbyandmac.com

ROBERTS RADIO 0333 014 2505

robertsradio.co.uk

ROCKETT ST GEORGE 01444

253391 rockettstgeorge.co.uk

ROGER OATES 01531 632718

rogeroates.com

RONSEAL 0114 240 9469

ronseal.co.uk

ROSE & GREY 0161 926 8763

roseandgrey.co.uk

ROWEN & WREN 01276 451077

rowenandwren.co.uk

RYLAND PETERS & SMALL
020 7025 2200 rylandpeters.com

SSAINSBURY’S 0800 328 1700

sainsburys.co.uk

SANDBERG AT LIBERTY 020 7734

1234 sandbergwallpaper.com

SCION 0845 123 6815 scion.uk.com

SCUMBLE GOOSIE 01453 731305

scumblegoosie.co.uk

SEASALT 01326 640075

seasaltcornwall.co.uk

SHOWLER & SHOWLER 01304

853850 showlerandshowler.com

SHROPSHIRE PETALS 01952

691553 shropshirepetals.com 

SIMS HILDITCH INTERIOR DESIGN
01249 783087 simshilditch.co.uk

SMALLBONE OF DEVIZES
020 7589 5998 smallbone.co.uk

SOFA WORKSHOP 0808 115 4269

sofaworkshop.com

SOFA.COM 0345 400 2222

sofa.com

SOFAS & STUFF 0808 178 3211

sofasandstuff.com

SOPHIE ALLPORT 0845 017 7866

sophieallport.com

SPARROW AND CO 0141 423 7638

sparrowandco.com

ST JUDE’S 01603 662951

stjudesfabrics.co.uk

STANFORDS 020 7836 1321 

stanfords.co.uk

STOMPSTAMPS
stompstamps.tictail.com

STORE 0844 414 2885

aplaceforeverything.co.uk

SUMMERILL & BISHOP
020 7229 1337

summerillandbishop.com

SUSIE WATSON DESIGNS
0844 980 8185

susiewatsondesigns.co.uk

TT&G WOODWARE  

01275 841841

tg-woodware.com

TEMPLE SPA 01903 719429

templespa.com

TERRACE & GARDEN
01799 543289

terraceandgarden.nordicshops.com

TESCO DIRECT 0800 323 4050

tesco.com/direct

THE BASKET COMPANY 01202

422600 thebasketcompany.com

THE BASKET ROOM 07853 158625

thebasketroom.com

THE BRAIDED RUG COMPANY
01654 767248 braided-rug.co.uk

THE CANDLESTICK 01707 261322

thecandlestickpub.co.uk

THE CONTEMPORARY HOME
0845 130 8229 tch.net

THE COOKS KITCHEN 01275

842883 thecookskitchen.com

THE DORMY HOUSE 01264 365808

thedormyhouse.com

THE FRENCH HOUSE, LONDON
AND YORK 020 7371 7573

thefrenchhouse.co.uk

THE GUILD OF MASTER
CRAFTSMEN 01273 478449

guildmc.com

THE LINEN WORKS 020 3744 1020

thelinenworks.co.uk

THE OAK ROOM 01707 257175

oakroomshop.co.uk

THE ORCHARD 0845 643 0363

theorchardhomeandgifts.com

THE ORIGINAL POP UP SHOP
07967 344057

theoriginalpopupshop.com

THE SECRET DRAWER
01756 797800 secret-drawer.co.uk 

THE TINY MARMALADE CO
thetinymarmalade.com

THE WHITE COMPANY
020 3758 9222

thewhitecompany.com

THIS MODERN LIFE 01582 937214

thismodernlife.co.uk

THOMAS CLOUGH UPHOLSTERY
01547 529998

thomascloughupholsteryld7.co.uk

THOMPSON CLARKE INTERIORS
028 9045 0060 thompsonclarke.com

TINSMITHS 01531 632083

tinsmiths.co.uk

TK MAXX 01923 473561

tkmaxx.com

TOAST 0333 400 5200 toa.st

TRILOGY trilogyproducts.com

TUMBLE HOME 07579 969990

tumble-home.com

TWIG twiguk.co.uk

UUNIQUE & UNITY
0845 605 9699

uniqueandunity.co.uk

URBANARA 0800 779 7527

urbanara.co.uk

VVANESSA ARBUTHNOTT 

01285 831437

vanessaarbuthnott.co.uk

VICTORIA EGGS 020 7704 2840

victoriaeggs.co.uk

VILLA NOVA 01623 756699

villanova.co.uk

VILLEROY & BOCH 020 8871 4028

villeroy-boch.co.uk

VINEGAR HILL 01225 339498

vinegarhill.co.uk

VINTAGE MAISON 01903 889998 

vintagemaison.co.uk

VIOLET & PERCY
violetandpercy.com

WWALLS & FLOORS  

01536 314730

wallsandfloors.co.uk

WEST ELM 0800 404 9780

westelm.co.uk

WHITE HALL BATHROOMS
01432 870855 white-hall.co.uk

WICKES 0330 123 4123

wickes.co.uk

WILD & WOLF 01225 789909

wildandwolf.com

WILLIAM HOLLAND 01305 251930

williamholland.com

WILLOW & STONE 01326 311388

willowandstone.co.uk

WOODSTOCK FURNITURE
020 8876 0131

woodstockfurniture.co.uk

WORKSHOP LIVING 01273 731340

workshopliving.co.uk

WROUGHT IRON & BRASS BED
COMPANY 01485 542516

wroughtironandbrassbed.co.uk

ZZARA HOME 0800 026 0091 

zarahome.com  

Go to housetohome.co.uk/directory
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HIHO
Our Equestrian and

Countryside collection

features exclusive pieces 

based on iconic

equestrian designs,

including our Sterling

Silver and 22ct Gold Plated Double Snaffle Clip

Bracelet at £85. We also produce classical silver

pieces with quirky twists to take you through the day,

from wellies to posh frocks. 15% off with code CH08

at checkout until 15 September 2015, hihosilver.co.uk.

BLACK FOX
METALCRAFT
Young Manchester-based

designers and manufacturers 

of decorative metalcraft,

specialising in weathervanes

and swinging signs for farms,

homes and businesses. Bespoke

commissions are welcome.

The quality of craftsmanship makes this metalwork the

perfect special gift. For more information, please ring 

0161 681 4293 or visit blackfoxmetalcraft.co.uk.

THE OAK AND
ROPE COMPANY
Perfect presents for all

occasions, including

personalised oak

money boxes (right).

See the full collection

on oakandrope.co.uk

or call 01227 469413

for more information.

Delivery 7-10 days.

SWANKY
MAISON
Swanky Maison is the

house of fabulous

homeware and gifts,

with a vast collection

of stylish finds for your

home, garden, family, 

friends and pets.

Visit swankymaison.com 

and use promotion code SMCH15 to claim 15% 

discount. Offer valid until 31 October 2015.

BROWSE EIGHT INSPIRING IDEAS FOR YOU AND YOUR HOME

Country-style pinboard

ELEPHANT
TRADING COMPANY
A fabulous selection of

thoughtful gifts and gorgeous 

homewares to delight

and inspire. Standard and

Next Day delivery available.

FREE delivery on all orders

over £75. Make life easy with

our gift wrapping service! Visit

elephanttradingcompany.com or call 07795 254176.

ABLEYS
Beautiful homemade

products for your home

and children, handmade

in Hampshire by a mother

and daughter. With an array 

of stunning fabrics, our

range is shabby chic with

a twist of English country

style. Visit ableys.co.uk or

call 07740 930540. You can

also follow us on Facebook.

INSPIRED
BY DARCY
Gorgeous gifts for

Labrador lovers –

beautiful and unique

designs. Stylish linen

accessories and a

stunning range of fine

bone china, greetings

cards, iPhone cases 

and more! Visit

inspiredbydarcy.co.uk.

SUGAR & SPICE
We make beautiful hand-finished
curtains and blinds, as well as
accessories for your home, in
fabrics by Kate Forman, Sarah
Hardaker, Cabbages & Roses,
and Ian Mankin. Accessories
are available from our shop in
Chesapeake Mill, Wickham, or
via mail order. Call for a free
quotation on 02392 431072,
sugarandspicefurnishings.co.uk.
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HOME INTERIORS FLOOR COVERINGS



People

There are so many beautiful vistas  
at Sudeley that I’m hard pushed to pick just

one. This ancestral home – where I have

lived for the past 50 years – is cradled in the

Cotswold Hills. Coming over Cleeve Hill, there

are traffic jams as people stop to admire the

castle. As visitors arrive, they come in through

the Tithe Barn Garden and gaze across the

koi carp pond towards the castle – a view that

hasn’t changed in 700 years.

It’s a place for quiet contemplation and I

walk there every evening with my dog, Tulah.

We sit together by the pond, with the castle

reflected in the water, enjoying the peace and

solitude while watching the koi carp glide by

and listening to the birdsong. In summer there

are wonderful pink poppies framing the view,

together with hollyhocks and cardoons, and

the light on the Cotswold stone of the castle is 

quite extraordinary. When my grandchildren

visit we have a picnic supper in this very spot.

Sudeley is an ancient and very special place,

with royal connections stretching back over

a thousand years. Henry VIII’s sixth and final 

wife, Catherine Parr, once lived here and is

entombed in the beautiful 15th-century church

in the grounds. The first time I saw Sudeley

was by moonlight in the dead of winter and it

is an image that has stayed with me always.

I grew up in Virginia in the United States and

yet I am the longest residing owner. I am so

lucky to have lived in this magical place.

HOW TO ENJOY THE VIEW

Sudeley Castle & Gardens is situated near

Winchcombe in Gloucestershire on the B4632,

north east of Cheltenham, or take the A46

from Junction 9 of the M5. 

There are events

at Sudeley

throughout

August and

September,

including a

Richard III

Medieval

Weekend

(22-23 August).

Visit sudeley

castle.co.uk

or call 01242

602308. 

My favourite view
CUSTODIAN OF SUDELEY ELIZABETH, LADY ASHCOMBE LOVES

THE VIEW ACROSS THE KOI CARP POND TOWARDS THE CASTLE
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